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We were still unable to turn the page in 2021. The coronavirus pandemic continued to force schools to close in many countries around the 
world, and the education crisis deepened for the most vulnerable groups.
  
Our warning symbol, The Red Chair, became more relevant than ever. This chair, like the one on the cover of our annual report, is a call for awareness of the 
millions of children and young people who have never had the opportunity to go to school or who have been deprived of their education by COVID‐19. 

This takes place in a context in which there are now more than 100 million refugees and displaced persons, where we defend that schools ‐apart from being 
a right‐ should be a place that provides refuge and safety for those fleeing war or persecution. Syria, Venezuela, Afghanistan and South Sudan are once again 
open wounds of 2021. 

But it is not only conflicts or crises that trigger human mobility; environmental causes also force increasingly more people to leave everything behind to esca‐
pe hunger or natural disasters. This has been the case in Ethiopia, Somalia, Central African Republic and the Democratic Republic of Congo, for example, and 
also in Asian countries including China, India and the Philippines. 

And let me always emphasise it: in the midst of all these situations, conditions for women and girls are dra‐
matically worse. They are the first to drop out of school because of economic hardship, the ones who suffer 
the most physical, sexual and emotional violence as a result of lockdowns and school closures and they are the 
ones who lead the way (along with their children) amidst tremendous uncertainty when it comes to fleeing and 
surviving in unfamiliar countries, as we have seen in the recent war in Ukraine, India and the Philippines. 

All these people –those who flee, those who suffer, those who, for one reason or another, have fewer opportu‐
nities– are our priority. And, in these turbulent times, we stand strong in our conviction that education is part 
of the solution; it is the place where everything should be possible, where equity and future opportunities for 
generations of children are promoted, young people who, only through education, can be protagonists of chan‐
ge. Investing in education and prioritising this right for all people is an ethical duty. And we think it is not only 
our responsibility: but also our great opportunity as humankind.
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EDITORIAL
A PLACE WHERE   
EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE

Daniel Villanueva SJ
Executive Vice President of Entreculturas
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THE PANDEMIC
ENTERS ITS SECOND YEAR 

#OneBillionVoices

TEN YEARS OF 
WAR IN SYRIA

HIGHLIGHTS OF
THE YEAR 2021

COVID EMERGENCY
IN INDIA

We were unable to leave the pandemic behind 
in 2021. The COVID-19 pandemic con�nued, 
leaving more than 142 million learners unable 
to return to the classroom  and an es�mated 
24 million who will never go back to school, 
a major setback on the road to achieving 
SDG 4.

To mark the 10th year of the war in Syria (a conflict that has forced more than 12 million 
people  to flee their homes), we campaigned to urge the interna�onal community for 
renewed support for a country mired in an extreme crisis, as well as for neighbouring 
countries (par�cularly Lebanon and Jordan) that are reaching the limits of their refugee 
capacity. 

The Global Ac�on Week for Educa�on 
(GAWE) in April was the perfect 
pla�orm to raise awareness and 
advocate for the  #OneBillionVoices  
whose educa�on had been impacted 
by the pandemic, not only through 
school closures, but also by the global 
economic recession that threatens to 
dras�cally reduce funding for 
educa�on.

COVID-19 triggered India’s worst 
health crisis in decades. 
Entreculturas and Alboan, in 
collabora�on with Xavier Network,  
mobilised to provide support to 
eight of the hardest hit states
through the distribu�on of food, 
hygiene and protec�on kits, 
distribu�on of medical supplies and 
medicines, support to local health 
workers and informa�on and 
awareness campaigns to prevent 
the spread of the virus.   
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20 YEARS OF THE
YOUTH SOLIDARITY
NETWORK  AND THE NEW 
REDEC WEBSITE

LAUNCH OF THE PLATFORM
FOR RESPONSIBLE
BUSINESS

Our Youth Solidarity Network celebrated two decades of existence in 2021, during which some  10,000 young 
people and 300 educators  have played a leading role in bringing this programme to life. To mark this 
milestone, we revamped the network’s image with a new logo and updated the redec.org educa�onal website 
with a new proposal: Networks 4.7, a �tle that refers to target 4.7 of SDG 4 of the 2030 Agenda, on promo�ng 
global ci�zenship educa�on.

The idea is to connect, train and support youth movements that are working for social transforma�on and 
gender equality (violet network), environmental protec�on (green network) and interculturality (blue network) 
on a local and global scale.

#SumoMiCamino
For World Refugee Day (20 June), Entreculturas 
and the other organisa�ons that belong to the 
Social Sector of the Society of Jesus in Spain 
joined forces to demand, through the 
#SumoMiCamino (I Add My Path) ini�a�ve and 
our Pact for Hospitality and Inclusion, 
a Europe that welcomes and defends human 
rights, that is commi�ed to safe migra�on in all 
its phases, and that fosters new discourses and 
forms of coexistence to create a true human 
family.  

SAFE AND SOUND
To mark the Interna�onal Day of the Girl 
Child (11 October), The LIGHT of the GIRLS 
campaign launched the “Listen to us: we want 
to be #SafeandSound!” global ini�a�ve to 
advocate for and  defend girls’ rights to live 
safe and free from violence,  because girls 
are always the most vulnerable group in 
situa�ons of emergency, exclusion and 
poverty. The online demonstra�ons of 
support were echoed in different parts of 
the world, triggering a massive wave of 
solidarity.

To ensure that companies work to prevent 
the nega�ve effects of their opera�ons and 
take responsibility for their impact on 
people and the planet, the Pla�orm for 
Responsible Business (PER for its acronym 
in Spanish), which involves  more than 
570 civil society organisa�ons  including 
Entreculturas, was launched in June 
2021.
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We are celebra�ng 10 years of Run for a Cause virtually and in style: 18,000 people, 
33 countries, 50 provinces in Spain and 10 elite ambassadors, including Rozalén 
and Beatriz Romero, Gemma Mengual, Juan Luis Cano, Javier Fesser, Perico Delgado 
and Chano Rodríguez. A wave of solidarity to combat the educa�onal emergency
caused by the pandemic.

The XXI Entreculturas Annual Mee�ng brought together more than 200 people from Entreculturas and Alboan in a virtual event. 
In addi�on to the inspiring words of the ins�tu�onal representa�ves from Fe y Alegría, JRS, EDUCSI, UNIJES and the Social Sector of the 
Society of Jesus, there were several spaces for group interac�on which gave us the opportunity to ground the theory and reframe our 
role around the 5 Causes that both organisa�ons share: guaranteeing the right to educa�on, defending the dignified life of migrants 
and refugees, promo�ng socio-environmental jus�ce, strengthening par�cipa�on and global ci�zenship, and promo�ng gender equality. 
Ramón Almansa, Execu�ve Director of Entreculturas, closed the mee�ng with a call to service, joy, commitment and passion for the 
mission.

30 YEARS OF VOLPA AND 15 OF EXPERIENCIA SUR 

10TH ANNIVERSARY OF
OUR SOLIDARITY
RACE

“THE CAUSES THAT UNITE US”
ANNUAL MEETING

“SOY COMETA”
IS LAUNCHED

JULIA NAVARRO DEDICATES
A STORY TO ENTRECULTURAS
Author and journalist Julia Navarro gave Entreculturas the rights to her 
“Mi mejor amigo (My Best Friend)”,  a story about friendship and caring 
for animals and nature, so that we could donate the proceeds to our 
educa�onal projects.

As part of World Children's Day on 20 November, 
and in collabora�on with the Fundación Amoverse, 
we launched the “Soy Cometa (I’m a Kite)” 
campaign to raise awareness and support the 
efforts of this organisa�on that works with  
disadvantaged children  in Madrid.

2021 was also a year of celebra�on for our volunteer ini�a�ves. The VOLPA programme 
celebrated its 30th anniversary, with over 1,000 par�cipants, yover the course of its existence, 
and our short-term volunteer programme, Experiencia Sur, celebrated its 15th anniversary as an 
experience in comprehensive transforma�on and as a bridge that connects reali�es.
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WE WORKED IN
40 COUNTRIES

WE PROMOTED
151 NEW PROJECTS

345,077
PEOPLE ACCOMPANIED

7,704 MEMBERS
14,472 DONORS

9 INTERNATIONAL
VOLUNTEERS

35 VOLPA TRAINERS

693 SCHOOLS
916 TEACHERS

6,127 YOUNG PEOPLE
IN OUR EDUCATIONAL

PROGRAMMES IN SPAIN

89 EMPLOYEES
735 VOLUNTEERS 

AND COLLABORATORS

€19,050,894
RAISED (59.1% FROM 
PRIVATE FUNDING) 

27 DELEGATIONS
13 AUTONOMOUS

COMMUNITIES

1,541 MEDIA
APPEARANCES

100,000+
FOLLOWERS ON
SOCIAL MEDIA

2021 IN FIGURES

COLLABORATION
WITH MORE THAN
230 COMPANIES
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WE ARE ENTRECULTURAS

HUMAN TEAM

It defends education as a human right, works for the dignified lives 
of migrants and refugees, and advocates for building a global citi‐
zenship that is committed to gender equity and harmony with 
nature. These are the “5 Just Causes” that underpin our mission. 

We are a team of 824 people (including employees, volunteers and 
collaborators) distributed across 27 delegations throughout Spain, 
and a total of 22,176 members and donors support our work. 

In 2021, we worked in 40 countries and promoted 151 projects, 
supporting a total of 345,077 people.

THE ENTRECULTURAS HUMAN TEAM IS ONE OF OUR STRENGTHS

ENTRECULTURAS IS AN NGO OF THE SOCIETY OF JESUS THAT WORKS FOR JUSTICE AND 
SOCIAL CHANGE. 
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824 PEOPLE

89 EMPLOYEES
735 VOLUNTEERS AND  
COLLABORATORS 
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BREAKDOWN 
OF STAFF  
MEMBERS

BY GENDER
65  WOMEN 
24  MEN

60  AT HEADQUARTERS 
23  IN DELEGATIONS 
 6 EXPATRIATE STAFF

BY GEOGRAPHICAL 
LOCATION

89

BREAKDOWN 
OF VOLUNTEERS  
AND  
COLLABORATORS

470 VOLUNTEERS
38 AT HEADQUARTERS 22 women and 16 men

423 IN DELEGATIONS 287 women and 136 men 

9 INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTEERS 
6 women and 3 men

265 COLLABORATORS
5 AT HEADQUARTERS 3 women and 2 men

260 IN DELEGATIONS 164 women and 96 men

735
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The relationships we establish with the local organisations and networks we work with in the field always involve a stable, 
equal partnership, based on trust and mutual enrichment. Entreculturas maintains a special working relationship with the 
following three global networks, clearly identifying with their mission: 

  

Fe y Alegría

Fe y Alegría is an international movement for popular education which has a 
presence in 23 countries with an educational community of more than 970,000 
people. It was founded in Caracas in 1955 by the Jesuit José Maria Vélaz with 
the aim of providing assistance to some hundred children who had no school 
to go to.  

Fe y Alegría promotes quality and transformative education that contributes to 
the creation of just, democratic and participatory societies. 
www.feyalegria.org 

Jesuit Refugee Service

The Jesuit Refugee Service (JRS) is an international organisation working in 57 
countries with a mission to support, assist and advocate for the rights of refuge‐
es and displaced people worldwide. JRS currently serves nearly 1 million people. 
www.jrs.net 

Jesuit Social Centres 

We also wish to highlight the work carried out with other partner organisations 
of the Society of Jesus’ Social Sector in Latin America, Africa and Asia through 
which we implement other education‐related activities, as well as other stra‐
tegic priorities such as migration, the environment, the promotion of gender 
equality and the promotion of a committed citizenship.

NETWORKS AND PARTNERSHIPS

IN TOTAL, WE COLLABORATED WITH 56 LOCAL PARTNERS IN 2021, INCLUDING SOCIAL CENTRES, SO-
CIETY OF JESUS PROJECTS AND OTHER INSTITUTIONS.
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As part of the process of the consolidation of the Society of Jesus’ Spanish 
Province, Entreculturas and Alboan –the two Jesuit international coope‐
ration organisations– have in recent years undergone a highly symbolic 
strategic alignment process which in 2020 led to the creation of a Com‐
mon Strategic Framework with which to look and move forward together 
towards a shared goal. 

In defining the just causes that unite us, two main frames of reference 
were taken into account: 

• The Society’s priorities in various locations, in particular the Universal Apostolic Preferences and the Spanish Province’s 
Apostolic Plan. 

• The global development agenda of civil society and international institutions, which in recent years has been very much 
focused on the SDGs‐Sustainable Development Goals. 

Based on the above, we have identified five key just causes on which to focus our missionary work in the coming years:

OUR 5 JUST CAUSES
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GUARANTEEING
THE UNIVERSAL RIGHT TO

A QUALITY EDUCATION

5 JUST CAUSES

DEFENDING A 
DIGNIFIED LIFE FOR 

MIGRANTS AND REFUGEES

PROMOTING 
SOCIO-ENVIRONMENTAL  

JUSTICE

STRENGTHENING 
PARTICIPATION AND 
GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP

PROMOTING 
GENDER EQUITY



ADVISORY
COUNCIL

TERRITORIAL
COUNCIL 

EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY
María Bazal

EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT
Daniel Villanueva SJ

FINANCIAL DIRECTOR
Borja Garrido

DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATION
AND INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS
Raquel Mar�n

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Ramón Almansa

ORGANISATIONAL CHART

BOARD OF
TRUSTEES
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PLANNING, EVALUATION AND QUALITY: Celia Campos

AMERICA: Gemma López
AFRICA AND ASIA: Luca Fabris
HUMANITARIAN AID: Pilar López-Dafonte 

INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION AREA 
Pablo Funes

A Coruña: Carmen Soler
Alicante: Mónica Sánchez
Aragon: Gerardo Molpeceres
Asturias: Marta García de Castro
Barcelona: Esther Ribas
Burgos: Rafa Vázquez
Cadiz: Álvaro García
Cantabria: Ismael González
Córdoba: Francisco Duarte
Elche: Miguel León
Extremadura: Bene Galán
Granada: Laura Ortega
Gran Canaria: Matere Chesa

Andalusia: Marta Aranda
Valencian Community: Cecilia Villarroel
Cas�le and Leon: Le�cia Alonso
Galicia and Asturias: José Luis Barreiro 

ADMINISTRATION: Chara Zapata
INFORMATION SYSTEMS: Javier Rodríguez

CAMPAIGNS AND MARKETING: Celia Muñoz
CORPORATE COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA: Elisa García

COMMUNICATION AND 
CAMPAIGNS AREA
Nacho Esteve

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS: Raquel Abad
BUSINESS AND CSR: Esperanza Vivanco

INSTITUTIONAL 
PARTNERSHIPS AND 
RELATIONS DEPARTMENT
Beatriz de Felipe

FORMAL EDUCATION: Yenifer López
NON-FORMAL EDUCATION AND SOCIAL MOBILISATION:
Jessica García
STUDIES AND ADVOCACY: Lucía Rodríguez 

CITIZENSHIP AREA
Irene Ortega

Huelva: Pilar Galván
La Palma: Alicia Pérez
La Rioja: Pepe Barrio
León: David Villacorta 
Madrid: Noelia Mar�nez
Málaga: Ágata Venzal
Murcia: Isabel Bravo
Salamanca: Sandra Marcos
San�ago: Íñigo Arranz
Seville: Nacho Delgado
Tenerife: Alicia Aller
Valencia: Carmen Alonso
Valladolid: Carmelo Alonso
Vigo: Ángela García

SUPPORT AND MONITORING DELEGATIONS: 
Regional and technical coordina�on of territorial  
development

TERRITORIAL
DEVELOPMENT AREA
David Alonso

PEOPLE AND TEAM DEVELOPMENT: Lourdes Valenzuela
INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTEERING: Ana Vázquez
LOCAL VOLUNTEERING: Ainara Lete

PEOPLE AND 
TEAMS DEPARTMENT
Sonia Fernández

Central America: Marta del Barrio
Bolivia: Jesús Sevilla
Venezuela: Javier Izquierdo/
                     Ricardo Cabrero

Andes: Mimi Cuq

Caribbean: Bárbara Gil
Middle East: 
Miguel San�uste 

DELEGATION MANAGERS

REGIONAL COORDINATIONS

EXPATRIATE TEAM
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INTERNATIONAL 
VOLUNTEER  
PROGRAMME

35VOLPA TRAINERS AND 
COMPANIONS

  9 VOLUNTEERS IN THE FIELD

13 women and 22 men

3 women and 6 men

  7 7 INSTITUTIONS 
INVOLVED IN THE 
FIELD

  7 TARGET COUNTRIES

28 VOLUNTEERS  
IN TRAINING
21 women, 6 men and  
1 non‐binary person

Bolivia, Brazil, Dominican 
Republic, DR Congo, 
Honduras, Kenya and 
Morocco  

  8 DELEGATIONS INVOLVED
Seville, Extremadura, Madrid, 
Burgos, Zaragoza, Asturias, 
Valladolid and Barcelona +  
coordination with VOLPA 
Alboan



Amanda Aguiar and Marta Jiménez:  
“Mi Rancho”, Bolivia

Inés Tabarés:  
“Fe y Alegría”,  
Dominican Republic

Sara Santos:  
“Fe y Alegría”, Honduras

Fernando Arnal y Sergio Pascual:  
“SJMR”, Brazil

Bea Zapata:  
“Fe y Alegría”, DR Congo

Clara Mozas:  
Diócesis Migraciones Nador, Morocco

Willy Maluenda:  
St. Joseph Development  
Office, Kenya
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TRANSPARENCY  
IN OUR MISSION

Despite this being the second year of the pandemic, our financial results in 2021 
speak to the resilience of both our staff and our social base. As a result, 345,077  
people around the world were able to better deal with the consequences of the 
health and education crisis following the outbreak of COVID‐19.
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State

Autonomous and local

European Union

7,800,425Total public sources

Individuals

Inheritances and legacies

Companies

En��es

Financial and 
extraordinary income 

2,323,219

3,444,741

2,032,465

4,449,055

16,747

4,872,333

1,877,877

34,457

1,962,993

2,884,348

2,991,481

3,527,725

137,159

5,987,170

2,681,673

572,870

Total private sources 11,250,469

Total 19,050,894

7,838,821

12,906,597

20,745,418

SOURCE 2020 (€) 2021 (€)

COMPANIES

INDIVIDUALS

STATE

INHERITANCES
AND LEGACIES

FINANCIAL AND
EXTRAORDINARY
INCOME

ENTITIES

AUTONOMOUS
AND LOCAL

18.1%

12.2%

EUROPEAN UNION 
10.7%

0.2%

0.1%

25.6%

9.9%

23.4%

In 2021, Entreculturas received a total income of €19,050,894, an amount that exceeds the forecast by 12% and is evi‐
dence of the organisation’s extensive fundraising efforts, even in a year in which the economic impact of the pandemic 
is still being felt. 

Of this income, 40.9% came from public sources and 59.1% from private sources. 

Of this income, 40.9% came from public sources and 59.1% from private sources. There was a significant increase in public 
revenues, specifically from the central government, which increased by 16% compared to 2020, as well as in revenues from 
regional and local governments, which increased by 23%. 

In terms of private revenues, it is worth highlighting the more than 230 institutions and companies we work with as well 
as the nearly 600 new members who joined our organisation, leading us to end the year with a base of 7,704 members 
and 14,472 donors.

SOURCE OF FUNDS

BREAKDOWN OF FUNDING SOURCES
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USE 2020 (€) 2021 (€)
Coopera�on 15,516,013

Awareness-raising 1,726,851

Total mission 17,242,864

Fundraising 581,872

Administra�on 1,297,082

16,527,486

1,894,610

696,578

1,317,131

Total management 1,878,954

19,121,818 

18,422,097

2,013,710

20,435,806Total

COOPERATION
81.1% FUNDRAISING

3%

AWARENESS-
RAISING

9%

ADMINISTRATION
6.8%

CAUSE AMOUNT
EARMARKED (€)

Educa�on

Human mobility

Socio-environmental jus�ce

Par�cipa�on and ci�zenship

Gender

8,809,046

3,395,737

1,121,756

2,016,270

1,900,055

17,242,864Total

EDUCATION51.1%

HUMAN
MOBILITY19.7%

PARTICIPATION 
AND CITIZENSHIP6.5%

SOCIO-ENVIRONMENTAL
JUSTICE11%

GENDER11.7%

The total funds allocated to our mission in 2021 amounted to €17,242,864, or 90.2% of the total. With this budget, we 
promoted 151 new projects in 40 countries (19 in Latin America, 15 in Africa, five in Asia and one in Europe), which allowed 
us to provide support to a total of 345,077 people. On the other hand, the funds allocated to management expenses, 
€1,878,954, represented 9.8% of the total.

USE OF FUNDS

BREAKDOWN OF USE OF FUNDS

BREAKDOWN OF FUNDS EARMARKED FOR OUR MISSION BY CAUSE
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390,405 

28,306 
28,306 

79,121 
3,000 

76,121 

282,978 
282,978

30,622,326 

5,276,754 

6,698,628 
6,698,628 

3,283,978 
3,283,978 

15,362,966 
15,362,966 

31,012,731 

NET WORTH AND LIABILITIES                                           

NET WORTH

Equity 
Foundation endowment 
Reserves 
Other reserves 
Year‐end profit/loss 

Value‐change adjustments
Valuation adjustments in assets available for sale 

Subsidies, donations and legacies received
Subsidies pending allocation
Donations of fixed assets

NON‐CURRENT LIABILITIES

Long‐term debts 
Long‐term beneficiaries‐creditors  

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Beneficiaries‐creditors 

Commercial creditors and other accounts payable 
Suppliers 
Miscellaneous creditors 
Staff (outstanding remuneration) 
Other debts with public administrations 

Short‐term debts convertible into subsidies, donations 
and legacies

TOTAL NET WORTH AND LIABILITIES

The accounts presented here reflect the results of the Entreculturas Foundation, whose audit report and annual accounts are available at the organisation’s headquarters and on the 
website: www.entreculturas.org 

31/12/2020 31/12/2021
                     

4,608,322 

3,484,510 
6,010 

3,549,424 
3,549,424 
‐70,924 

460,002 
460,002

663,810
606,986 

56,824 

2,858,822 

2,858,822 
2,858,822 

22,361,142 

16,111,542 

409,808
99,255 

143,570 
3,844 

163,139 

5,839,792 

29,828,286

                     

4,298,918 

3,555,434 
6,010 

3,239,812 
3,239,812 

309,612 

87,162 
87,162

656,322
597,295 

59,027 

3,258,822 

3,258,822 
3,258,822 

23,454,991 

17,146,620 

368,475
54,144 

155,296 
3,920 

155,115 

5,939,896 

31,012,731

                      
232,221 

26,283 
26,283 

76,919 
3,000 

73,919 

129,019 
129,019 

29,596,065 

3,183,291 

5,046,343 
5,046,343 

3,639,741 
3,639,741 

17,726,690 
17,726,690 

29,828,286 

ASSETS                                                                               

NON‐CURRENT ASSETS                                                   

Tangible fixed assets
Technical installations and other tangible fixed assets 

Real estate investments 
Land   
Buildings  

Long term financial investments 
Asset management 

CURRENT ASSETS

Users and other accounts receivable from the  
organisation’s own activity 

Commercial debtors and other accounts payable 
Other receivables from Public Administrations 

Short‐term financial investments 
Debt securities 

Cash and other equivalent liquid assets 
Liquid assets 

TOTAL ASSETS

BALANCE SHEET (Extract) in euros

31/12/2020 31/12/2021
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Income received by the entity from the organisation’s own activity 
User and affiliate fees 
Promotion for fundraising 
Income from promotions, sponsorships and collaborations 
Subsidies, donations and legacies allocated to profit and loss for the fiscal year 
Subsidies allocated to profit and loss for the fiscal year 
Donations allocated to profit and loss for the fiscal year 
Reimbursement of subsidies, donations and legacies 

Monetary aid and other aid
Monetary aid and other aid 

Staff costs 
Wages, salaries and similar expenses 
Social expenses

Other operating costs 
External services 
Taxes 

Depreciation of fixed assets 

Grants, donations and capital legacies carried forward from the surplus for the year 
Subsidies allocated to the organisation’s own activity 

Other profits/losses 
Other profits/losses

SURPLUS

Financial income 
From shares in equity instruments 
From marketable securities and other financial instruments

Change in fair value of financial instruments 
Trading portfolio and others 

The total amount of aid for projects is €14,369,010, which is broken down into €13,415,790 for international cooperation 
projects and €953,220 for aid to the social projects of the Society of Jesus and other institutions that share the same  
mission as Entreculturas.

18,674,700 
2,580,052 

31,942 
1,000,726 

15,066,671 
7,461,178 
7,605,493 

‐4,691 

‐14,369,010
‐14,369,010 

‐3,026,263 
‐2,311,167 
‐715,096 

‐1,695,619 
‐1,695,600 

‐19 

‐15,518 

339,247 
339,247

‐6,140 
‐6,140 

‐427,624 

10,251 
1,187 
9,064 

1,695 
1,695

20,169,512 
2,887,943 

20,394 
711,749 

16,554,119 
7,838,821 
8,715,297 

‐4,692 

‐15,693,753
‐15,693,753 

‐3,037,883 
‐2,310,638 
‐727,245 

‐1,645,227 
‐1,642,782 

‐2,445 

‐16,935 

0
0 

‐6,140 
‐6,140 

‐230,426 

523,151 
547 

522,604 

34,426 
34,426

PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT  (Extract) in euros

31/12/2020 31/12/2021
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Exchange differences 

Loss on financial instruments 

FINANCIAL BALANCE 

PROFIT/LOSS BEFORE TAXES 

PROFIT/LOSS FOR THE YEAR FROM ONGOING OPERATIONS 

PROFIT/LOSS FOR THE YEAR

Change in recognised net worth in annual surplus 

Profit/loss attributed directly to net worth 
Financial assets available for sale 
Subsidies received 

Change in net worth from income and expenses recognised directly  
in net worth 
Subsidies received 
Donations and legacies received 

Change in net worth from reclassifications of the annual surplus 

Change in net worth from income and expenses attributed directly  
to net worth

TOTAL PROFIT/LOSS, CHANGE IN NET WORTH IN THE FISCAL YEAR 

TOTAL INCOME  

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 

YEAR‐END PROFIT/LOSS

13,544 

‐8,037
                          

17,453 

‐410,171 

‐410,171 

‐410,171 

‐410,171 

‐410,171 
372,840 
663,810 

1,036,650 

‐654,119 
‐2,203 

‐656,322 

380,328 

‐29,843 

19,050,894 

‐19,121,818 

‐70,924*

‐11,465 

‐6,074
                          

540,038 

309,612 

309,612 

309,612 

309,612 

309,612 
‐446,311 

16,132,199 

15,685,888 

‐16,547,530 
‐2,203 

‐16,549,733 

‐863,845 

‐554,233 

20,745,417 

‐20,435,805 

309,612
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31/12/2020 31/12/2021

*This negative result is an expected deficit as part of the plan designed to manage the years of crisis. The crisis fund, together with the positive 
balance of €309,612 for the financial year 2020, represents an accumulation of accounting reserves that allow us to face deficits in the coming 
years, so that the sustainability of Entreculturas' mission is not jeopardised. 
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AUDIT AND TRANSPARENCY
At Entreculturas, we submit our management to 
external controls to ensure smooth progress and 
maximum transparency in our work. 

The 2021 annual accounts were audited by For‐
ward Economics, S.L.P. The resulting audit report 
gave us a positive rating in all the aspects covered, 
which means that our accounting faithfully re‐
flects Entreculturas’ net worth and financial si‐
tuation.  

In addition, at Entreculturas, we audit the projects 
we implement internally and/or externally as part 
of our commitment to quality and transparency.  

More specifically, we have audited 69% of the funds managed for projects over the past 
five years. Accounting reports and audit reports are publicly available at the Entreculturas 
headquarters. 

We also have the “Accredited NGDO” seal granted by the Fundación 
Lealtad, a non‐profit foundation that evaluates non‐governmental or‐
ganisations on the basis of their transparency in the use of resources 
and good management practices 

Find the complete report at  
www.fundacionlealtad.org/ong/entreculturas  

Entreculturas has also earned the “Assessed NGDO” seal after suc‐
cessfully complying with the requirements established in the “Trans‐
parency and Good Governance Tool” from the NGDO Coordinator in 
Spain.  

All relevant information is available at:  
www.webtransparencia.coordinadoraongd.org

WE EVALUATE IN ORDER TO LEARN
Evaluation is a tool which not only ensures transparency and accountability in our work, 
but also helps us to improve and learn from our interventions.  

It allows us to analyse what happens in and around our actions, to be aware of the impact 
we make on the people we support and the goals we still have to achieve.  

We have evaluated 62% of the cooperation funds and 52% of the citizenship funds in the 
last five years. In 2021 we managed 28 evaluations of international cooperation, humani‐
tarian aid, citizenship and volunteering projects, and completed eight of them. 

Plans for improving the interventions and sharing the results with the teams involved have 
been developed based on these evaluations. The results of each can be found at: 
https://www.entreculturas.org/es/que‐hacemos/evaluamos/evaluaciones 

The mid‐term evaluation of our partnership with AECID and JRS in Lebanon to protect the 
Syrian refugee population concluded that the project has increased children’s confidence 
through safe learning spaces and home‐based protection services.  

Furthermore, it found that women have increased their awareness of their rights and avai‐
lable protection resources, which has also resulted in greater self‐expression and participa‐
tion in decision‐making.  

On the other hand, we have evaluated the programme we have with Fe y Alegría and ECHO 
(the EU Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection Department) in 11 schools in Venezuela 
and observed extremely positive impacts in terms of a reduction in school drop‐out rates, 
an increase in learners’ body mass index and an increase in the number of learners enrolled 
in the schools. The work on cash transfers has also proved successful. 

A final example that should be noted is the evaluation of the impact of Fe y Alegría schools 
in Bolivia, Guatemala, Dominican Republic, Colombia, Peru and Venezuela, the results of 
which are available at https://impacto.feyalegria.org 

The lessons learned and reports from the evaluations we regularly conduct can be found on 
our website: www.entreculturas.org/es/que‐hacemos/evaluamos 
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5 JUST  
CAUSES

Our action strategy is based on 5 Just Causes that we have identified as vital for achieving the 
model of integral development that we strive for: the right to education, a dignified life for 
migrants and refugees, socio‐environmental justice, participation and global citizenship, and 
gender equality.
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SECOND YEAR OF THE PANDEMIC
We were unable to leave the pandemic behind in 2021. The COVID‐19 pande‐
mic continued, leaving more than 142 million learners unable to return to the 
classroom and an estimated 24 million who will never go back to school. Given 
this prognosis, we redoubled our efforts to provide an urgent response to this 
education crisis. 

Through the Education in Emergencies Programme, we continued to respond to the impacts of COVID‐19 in 21 countries 
in Latin America and Africa, reaching 174,972 people.  

Our strategy not only included measures to address school closures (developing materials and content for remote lear‐
ning and digital skills training for teachers and management), but was also supported by a line of emergency aid (so that 
families whose income depended on the informal economy –which was disrupted by the pandemic– could guarantee 
basic food for learners), a line of prevention and awareness‐raising aid (distribution of hygiene kits for families with limi‐
ted resources and workshops on recommended measures to avoid infection and prevent domestic violence during lock‐
down) and an early recovery line (focused on promoting job training and the implementation of initiatives to generate 
income and revive the economies hardest hit by the health crisis). 

EDUCATION WHERE IT IS NEEDED MOST
Beyond our work in response to the pandemic, we continued our cooperation 
and humanitarian efforts through numerous other projects and major program‐
mes. For example, we adapted our Emergency Programme in Venezuela, sup‐
ported by ECHO (the EU Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection Department), to 
continue guaranteeing food security for the nearly 11,000 learners in the 11 Fe 
y Alegría schools in the states of Miranda and Anzoátegui, switching to mone‐

PROTECTING THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION
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We work to ensure that everyone, without exception, is guaranteed their right to a quality education. We 
place special focus on the groups that face the greatest barriers to accessing this right: girls and women, 
learners with disabilities, families with limited resources and people experiencing migration or refugee 
situations.
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tary transfers to families so that they could purchase food for their children. We also managed to provide this same finan‐
cial support to the teaching staff, thus contributing to their retention and commitment. 

In Haiti, the 7.2 magnitude earthquake that struck in August, killing more than 2,200 people and causing extensive mate‐
rial damage, compounded the fragile situation that the country has been experiencing for decades. Entreculturas, together 
with the Commission of the Society of Jesus in Haiti for the Greater South, launched an emergency campaign to raise funds 
and respond to both the initial emergency aid needed and the subsequent reconstruction phase.  

We likewise remain committed to guaranteeing the right to education for the almost 5,000 learners in the network of 16 
schools coordinated by Fe y Alegría in five different parts of the country. 

Under the umbrella of the third Educate People, Generate Opportunities (EPGO 
III) programme, financed by Inditex, we are responding to the challenges posed 
by the COVID‐19 pandemic in an innovative way to guarantee support and com‐
prehensive care for families, children, adolescents, young adults, migrants and 
other population groups at risk of exclusion in each one of our lines of action and 
in the 12 countries the programme covers.  

For example, in Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia and Uruguay, we adapted training spa‐
ces and home visits to online formats and the printed educational materials we 
delivered mitigated the risk of school dropout. Adapting and equipping schools 
to accommodate COVID‐19 prevention measures was key in Venezuela and Peru 
so that schooling and job training could continue. And in all countries, especially 
in Mexico, Lebanon and South Africa, it was necessary to provide humanitarian 
aid in the form of basic necessities such as food, hygiene, health and protection 
items to address the new vulnerabilities of the migrant population.  

This group also received the usual psychosocial and legal assistance services 
online.  

A new development in this third programme is the incorporation of work with 
vulnerable groups in Spain, in response to a growing need to work for trans‐
formation and social justice from a global citizenship perspective.  

We also contributed to reducing the digital divide in Spain by providing connec‐
tivity and devices to 3,245 learners in the schools where we work. Additionally, 
we joined forces with the Amoverse Foundation to launch the “Soy Cometa (I’m 

a Kite)” campaign as part of World Children’s Day (20 November), supporting and raising awareness of the foundation’s 
work with children and adolescents in Madrid’s Ventilla and El Pozo del Tío Raimundo neighbourhoods.  
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QUALITY, INCLUSIVE EDUCATION
At Entreculturas, we stand strong in our commitment to quality education in 
many of the places where we work. Thus, in 2021, we launched several projects 
in Guatemala, Honduras, Peru, Paraguay, Colombia, Chad and the Democratic 
Republic of Congo. in which teacher training, the improvement and development 
of educational materials, the introduction of ICTs and the implementation of 
school support measures have set the standard for offering better education in 
schools.  

In Spain, the Movement for Transformative Education and Global Citizenship (formed by Entreculturas, Alboan, InteRed 
and Oxfam Intermón) held meetings with teachers, social organisations and public administrations to continue to build on 
our commitment to education that can transform the world and to ensure that Spain’s Sustainable Development Strategy 
to implement the 2030 Agenda includes target 4.7 as a crucial part of education, environment, youth and equality policies.  

We also actively participate in the Global Citizenship Education Commission of EDUCSI, the Society of Jesus network of 
schools, and we support actions and processes for its implementation in 38 schools.  

Likewise, we are involved in the Aprendizaje Servicio (Service Learning) regional networks and are associated with the 
Spanish ApS Network. This close collaboration resulted in Entreculturas moderating one of the training webinars on youth 
participation and leadership in ApS projects organised for the XIV National Service Learning Conference held in December 
in Alcalá de Henares. 

As part of the International Day of Persons with Disabilities (3 December), we unveiled our “Educar es incluir (Educating 
is Including)” programme, which we rolled out together with Fe y Alegría in 26 schools in Bolivia, Peru and Ecuador, rein‐
forcing our commitment to schools that are open to diversity. Our aim is for more than 1,500 children and young people 
with disabilities and/or learning difficulties from low‐income families to learn basic work and life skills, contributing to their 
greater educational and social inclusion. 

Based on the same approach of promoting social and labour integration, we work with the support of Accenture and in 
collaboration with EDUCSI, the Social Sector of the Society of Jesus and Radio ECCA so that young people in Basic Vocational 
Training can develop the skills they need to find employment or continue their studies.  

AN EMERGENCY CALL
We took advantage of different events during 2021 to continue to raise the alarm about the serious educational crisis cau‐
sed by school closures as a result of COVID‐19. We released our “Restoring Aid for Education. An Urgent Appeal” report on 
24 January, International Education Day, to ask the Spanish government to turnaround their cooperation policy, aid for 
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which has been steadily cut back since 2008. Our concerns reached Ángeles Moreno Bau, Secretary of State for Cooper‐
ation of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, who we met with and who acknowledged Entreculturas’ signi‐
ficant contribution to the debate on Spanish cooperation in education in recent years. 

The Global Action Week for Education (GAWE) in April was the perfect platform to raise awareness and advocate for the 
#OneBillionVoices whose education had been impacted by the pandemic, not only through school closures, but also by 
the global economic recession that threatens to drastically reduce funding for education.  

The organisations that spearheaded this initiative in Spain (Entreculturas, Ayuda en Acción, Educo and Plan International) 
reported that COVID‐19 had aggravated the challenges to meeting SDG 4 as stipulated in the 2030 Agenda and urged the 
government (the then Minister of Education, Isabel Celáa, met with us personally) to fulfil its commitment to increase 
Official Development Assistance (ODA) to reach 0.5% of Gross National Income in 2023 and to continue advancing to reach 
0.7%, allocating 20% of this aid to education. 

In September, we launched our back‐to‐school campaign, The Red Chair, under 
the slogan “We cannot turn the page” to underscore that almost half of the 
world’s learners were still affected by the total or partial closure of classrooms 
more than a year and a half after the outbreak of the pandemic. The press con‐
ference was attended by Milagros Noriega, teacher and director of the northern 
region of Fe y Alegría Ecuador, and Vernor Muñoz, Head of Policy, Advocacy & 
Campaigns at the Global Campaign for Education.  

Muñoz also spoke in his role as author of the “Intercultural Education Systems. 
Leaving No One Behind in Times of COVID‐19” report, which supplemented our 
media and advocacy campaign. This was published to highlight the need for a 
decolonised education that is respectful, free of stereotypes and meaningful for 
all the cultures found in a given territory. A number of media outlets, organisa‐
tions and companies echoed the campaign, including Openbank, which incor‐
porated our initiative into its different channels of communication with its cus‐
tomers.  

PARTNERSHIPS IN DEFENCE OF THE RIGHT TO EDUCATION
More and more companies are joining us in our efforts to guarantee education in the most vulnerable contexts. We tea‐
med up with more than 230 companies in different ways in 2021. 

Ineco, a leading company in the transport engineering and consultancy sector, provided aid to build a well at a Fe y Alegría 
school in Chad. This project covers 281 learners, mitigating one of the factors that increase school dropout rates. 
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Banco Santander, in its 5th Open Call for social projects, selected the “Promo‐
tion of Women’s Entrepreneurship in Chiapas, Mexico” project as the winner, 
through which we are developing a socio‐entrepreneurial initiative for families 
in the Tseltal indigenous territory so that women can learn how to generate 
domestic spending money and create social reinvestment funds through work.  

This is much needed funding in a country where poverty is 20% higher in rural 
areas and 30% higher among the indigenous population.  

Our “Literacy for Refugee Women in Dollo Ado, Ethiopia” project was chosen in the Clifford Chance call for proposals. 
Thanks to the support of this international law firm, a total of 1,188 women and 162 men are learning to read and write 
and are receiving technical training. Ethiopia is home to the second largest number of refugees in Africa; with this in mind, 
the Fundación Adey also wanted to contribute to improving the living conditions of this group by supporting our work in 
the Kobe and Melkadida camps. In another of the forms in which its annual call for aid is organised, they added their sup‐
port to help 120 families associated with Fe y Alegría’s San Michel Educational Centre in Haiti, following the 7.2 earthquake 
that shook the country on 14 August.  

Sedatex renewed its commitment to the Vocational Training projects that it has been promoting in countries such as 
Argentina, Bolivia and Guatemala since 2018, extending the training activities and the provision of the necessary equip‐
ment and machinery to nine more training centres.  

Another initiative to promote vocational training, this time in Chile, is the collaboration between Entreculturas and Fe y 
Alegría and Nabiax and Asterion, two leading companies in the data centre, telecommunications, digital transformation and 
sustainable investment sectors, which was launched in 2021. This agreement aims to provide future opportunities for 155 
young people at risk of exclusion by facilitating their access to the labour market. 

Finally, we also renewed our agreements with Fundación Roviralta, which, through its education programme, supported 
several educational projects in the DRC, Peru and Haiti, and with Merlin Properties and BBVA, which reaffirmed their com‐
mitment to our projects in Chad and Spain, respectively. 

The writer Julia Navarro dedicates her story ‘Mi mejor amigo’ to Entreculturas

“Mi mejor amigo (My Best Friend)”, the short story by Julia Navarro published by 
Alfaguara, part of El País’ ‘Mi primer autor’ (My First Author) collection, is a story 
about friendship and caring for animals and nature. The author donated the rights  
to the book to Entreculturas so that we can donate the proceeds to our educational 
projects.  



THE NUMBER OF DISPLACED PERSONS IS ON THE RISE
A total of 89.3 million people were forcibly displaced in 2021 because of con‐
flict, famine or human rights violations (by the time this edition goes to press in 
2022, the figure will exceed 100 million). Of these, 68% came from just five coun‐
tries: Syria, Venezuela, Afghanistan, South Sudan and Myanmar. 

To mark the 10th year of the war in Syria, we mobilised to urge the international 
community for renewed support for a country mired in an extreme crisis, as well 

as for neighbouring countries (particularly Lebanon and Jordan) that are reaching the limits of their refugee capacity. We 
also produced a report called “Escuelas que protegen (Schools that Protect)”, which addressed the impact of COVID‐19 
on the education of Syrian refugee children in Lebanon and the response of the Jesuit Refugee Service (JRS) to guarantee 
their right to education in that context. 

The deep socio‐economic crisis in Venezuela has already forced 5.6 million people to leave the country. For the II Inter‐
national Donors’ Conference in Solidarity with Venezuelan Refugees and Migrants, held in June in Canada, Alboan and 
Entreculturas, together with several Society of Jesus organisations and the Red Clamor, called for a stronger commitment 
from the international community and urged for a democratic and peaceful solution to the crisis. Furthermore, with the 
support of Inditex, we launched the “En las fronteras de América del Sur (On the Borders of South America)” programme, 
which focuses on the legal, psychosocial, educational and humanitarian support of migrants and refugees from Venezuela, 
Colombia, Ecuador and Brazil. This new phase of the humanitarian response in the region, which Entreculturas and JRS LAC 
have been implementing jointly since 2009, is projected to last three years and will benefit close to 20,000 people. 
  
In Africa, we continued our work to address major forgotten crises: in South Sudan, despite the challenges caused first 
by heavy rains and then by the pandemic, with the help of the JRS we were able to offer psychosocial support to the refugee 
and displaced population of Maban. Likewise, after the school year resumed later than expected due to health restrictions, 
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ADVOCATING FOR REFUGEES  
AND MIGRANTS

We dream of a society that is open and hospitable, sensitive to the realities of migration and refuge and 
supportive of our demand for a policy and culture that welcomes and shows solidarity towards these 
groups. We also focus our efforts on detecting and eradicating the causes that give rise to these proces‐
ses of forced mobility throughout the world.
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we continued to provide safe access to education for girls and adolescents in Yambio, as part of our The LIGHT of the GIRLS 
programme. 

Thanks to Fe y Alegría's radio literacy programme, in the Democratic Republic of Congo we managed to safeguard the 
education of adults who cannot read or write and, together with JRS, we worked to assist the population displaced by the 
eruption of the Nyiragongo volcano in the Goma region in May.  

Between drought and the resurgence of fighting in the Tigray area of Ethiopia, human displacement highlighted the popu‐
lation’s urgent need for humanitarian aid. Together with JRS, we implemented an emergency response to try to improve 
the well‐being of more than 12,000 Eritreans from refugee camps in Tigray who came to Addis Ababa in search of safety, 
protection and support. 

This was also the first year we implemented our EU‐supported project to help and protect migrants and refugees on the 
northern coast of Morocco. The consortium formed by Entreculturas, the Diocesan Delegation for Migration (DDM) and 
three other local organisations made it possible for us to support and protect 6,410 people in transit and in highly vul‐
nerable conditions in Nador, Al Hoceima, Tetouan, Tangier and Rabat, facilitating their access to sanitation, shelter, health, 
administrative support and psychosocial rehabilitation. 

INVITATIONS TO REFLECT AND CHANGE
For World Migrants Day, Entreculturas and Alboan, in collaboration with Jesuit 
Migrant Service (SJM) Spain, SJM Mexico and the Network for Documentation 
of Migrant Defence Organisations in Mexico (REDODEM), presented a report 
called “The Lack of Protection of Unaccompanied Children at the Border: Spain 
and Mexico, the Same Reality”, which addressed the situation of unaccompa‐
nied migrant children and adolescents on both borders, and the challenges, 
violations and dangers they experience.  

We also called for the incorporation of a child and gender perspective in state migration policies, as encouraged by the 
United Nations Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration.  

To this end, in early 2021 we joined a task force composed of ten other human rights, migration and international coo‐
peration organisations that, like us, were concerned about the proposed European Pact on Migration and Asylum, spe‐
cifically because it placed mechanisms for border control, externalisation and monitoring ahead of the rights of migrants.  

This is what we explained to several parliamentarians in an online meeting, points that we also reflected in a document 
called “Civil Society Proposals for the New European Pact on Migration and Asylum” that we submitted to the Congress of 
Deputies. 
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For World Refugee Day (20 June), Entreculturas and the other organisations that belong to the Social Sector of the Society 
of Jesus in Spain joined forces to demand, through the #IAddMyPath initiative and our Pact for Hospitality and Inclusion, 
a Europe that welcomes and defends human rights, that is committed to safe migration in all its phases, and that fosters 
new discourses and forms of coexistence to create a true human family. During the press conference, we heard the testi‐
mony of Abir Ahmad Sabra, an English teacher at the JRS Lebanon Nicolas Kluiters school, who spoke of the enormous 
responsibility and importance of education for refugee children.  

Continuing along these lines, Sineyi Zambrano, an asylum seeker in Spain, recounted her journey as a refugee from the time 
she left Venezuela in 2018 to the present day, as well as what the JRS host flats have meant to her. 

FOR A VALUES-BASED AND SENSITIVE EDUCATION
In terms of education and our work towards a global citizenship, thanks to con‐
solidated projects such as “Miradas que Migran (Looks that Migrate)” –and other 
more recent ones such as the CHANGE initiative, together with Alboan and our 
European partners– we implemented initiatives to train, raise awareness and 
promote intercultural coexistence among thousands of young people and tea‐
chers. Miradas que Migran celebrated its fifth edition with the participation of 
275 learners from the School of Fine Arts of the Complutense University of Ma‐

drid. In response to growing inequalities and global challenges, this year the group focused on the realities of forced migra‐
tions in the world from the perspective of COVID‐19 and the climate crisis. Moreover, as an innovative component, the 
works were exhibited in a completely virtual format for the first time, providing space for a wide range of multimedia cam‐
paigns, awareness‐raising posters, audiovisual narratives and 3D installations thanks to Mozilla’s Hubs technology. This ser‐
vice‐learning programme continues to attract new people and institutions: this year, in addition to the activities in Ventilla, 
the City Council of Coslada joined the project, and from now on a month of cinematographic, educational and community 
activities will be held every year based on the exhibition the learners produce.  

On the other hand, under the framework of the BBVA‐sponsored “Euro Solidario (Solidarity Euro)”, project, 1,086 adoles‐
cents and 112 educators participated in training on forced mobility and climate mobility; and, under the umbrella of the 
“Youth Solidarity Network for Inclusion and Social change” project, promoted by TowerBrook, participative activities were 
promoted to bring together 245 young migrants and non‐migrants with 30 educators to work in benefit of the commu‐
nity, building bonds and positive experiences that break stereotypes and create relationships based on companionship 
and coexistence.  

Finally, as part of the CHANGE project (co‐funded by the European Union and coordinated by JRS Europe), we brought 
together more than 2,000 learners from different parts of Spain at the Kahoot Interescolar organised in December for World 
Migrants Day. The goal of this project is to discuss migration in schools and promote anti‐racist education as a way to build 
inclusive societies. 
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DEFENDING OUR COMMON HOME
Its rich biodiversity and transcendental impor‐
tance for life on Earth makes the Pan‐Amazonian 
ecosystem the only one of its kind in the world: 
more than 20% of the oxygen we breathe and the 
water we consume comes from the Amazon re‐
gion. With this in mind, at Entreculturas we are 
concentrating a large part of our efforts and re‐
sources on protecting this biodiversity. 

Together with the Pan‐Amazonian Ecclesial Net‐
work (REPAM), the Pan‐Amazonian Jesuit Service 
(SJPAM), Fe y Alegría, the Mobile Team of the 
Conselho Indigenista Missionário (CIMI) and the 
Agricultural Service for Research and Economic 
Promotion (SAIPE), we are working to defend the 
rights of indigenous populations, facilitating in‐

tercultural and bilingual educational proposals, promoting sustainable productive projects 
and offering humanitarian aid to indigenous migrant families who have been hard hit by the 
economic crisis and, more recently, by the coronavirus pandemic.  

From “Enlázate por la Justicia (Link Up For Justice)”, a coalition that includes Cáritas, CEDIS, 
CONFER, Justicia y Paz, Manos Unidas and REDES (Entreculturas is part of the latter), we joi‐
ned forces for another year to further support an alternative model of development that 
places the focus on the impoverished.  

Among other activities and coinciding with the celebration of International Fair Trade Day on 
8 May, we published “People and Planet at the Heart of the Economy. The Impacts of an 

Economic system that Fails to Prioritise Life”, a report that raises the alarm about the impact 
of an economy that fails to put people and the planet at the top of its priorities.  

Another of our main projects was the “Work 4 
Progress‐Peru” Programme, which we run with 
the support of Fundación la Caixa and in collabo‐
ration with CCAIJO, SAIPE, Fe y Alegría Peru and 
Fundación AVSI. This proposal, which was laun‐
ched in 2019, focuses on promoting employment 
and generating income among women and young 
people from the rural Andean and Amazonian in‐
digenous population through innovative and sus‐
tainable strategies.  

The second phase of the programme involving a total of 2,107 people was completed in 2021 
and mainly focused on activities related to training, advice, assistance and support to help 
entrepreneurs demonstrate their skills to the business players in their region. 

FOR UNIVERSAL ACCESS TO THE COVID-19 VACCINE
Indigenous communities were disproportionately affected by the pandemic last year. His‐
torically, their exclusion has made them among the most impoverished segments of the 
population, with the poorest access to health services and vaccines, and the most lethal con‐
sequences of infection.  

Migrants and refugees were also particularly vulnerable to the coronavirus; unable to stop 
en route and without the resources to purchase protective equipment, and they were left 

PROMOTING SOCIO-ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
Caring for the planet, our “Common Home”, is an issue that cannot be ignored or put off any longer. The mounting environmental crisis, increasingly unstable 
economies and more polarised societies mean that the system must be overhauled and redirected towards the common good and eco‐social justice. It is ever‐
yone’s responsibility to build more sustainable, equitable and peaceful models.
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out of vaccination and health care schemes to 
treat COVID‐19.  

Similarly, infection soared exponentially in India, 
one of the world’s most populous countries, most 
notably in April 2021, at the height of the second 
wave, when 3,000 daily COVID‐19 deaths were 
reported. 

With mounting evidence that vaccines were not reaching the entire population equitably, 
Entreculturas joined the Society of Jesus’ global appeal for justice in the global allocation 
of COVID‐19 vaccines.  

Together with Alboan and Radio ECCA, we also organised a signature drive to petition the 
World Trade Organisation (WTO) to temporarily waive patents on all COVID‐19‐related medi‐
cal products to ensure that all countries, regardless of their wealth, had access to the produc‐
tion and administration of vaccines.  

SMALL GESTURES FOR BIG  
CHANGES
On World Earth Day (22 April), we had the oppor‐
tunity to talk to Father Ismael Moreno, director 
of Radio Progreso and the Reflection, Research 
and Communication Team (ERIC) in Honduras, a 
Jesuit who has become one of the leading defen‐
ders of democracy and human rights in his coun‐

try; and with Berta Zúñiga Cáceres, General Coordinator of the Civic Council of Popular and 
Indigenous Organisations of Honduras (COPINH) and daughter of Berta Cáceres, a Lenca in‐
digenous leader and environmental defender who was killed in 2016. As of 2021, over 40 land 
defenders have been killed since Berta’s assassination. In light of this reality, Entreculturas 
and Alboan urged governments to put an end to corruption and abusive business projects 
that negatively impact the planet, as well as to guarantee the protection of indigenous peo‐
ple and their human rights. 

The Climate Summit (COP26) in Glasgow was another excellent opportunity to speak out and 
issue a statement demanding a stronger commitment to reducing CO2 emissions and the ur‐

gent implementation of national climate plans following the failure of the Paris Agreements.  

To ensure that companies prevent the negative effects of their operations and minimise their 
impact on people and the planet, in June 2021 we participated in the launch of the Platform 
for Responsible Business, which involves more than 570 civil society organisations. 

The objective is for Spain to join countries like France, the Netherlands, Germany and Norway 
in passing binding legislation on business due diligence in terms of human and environmen‐
tal rights, with sanctions in the event of total or partial non‐compliance with the law. 

For yet another year, our coordina‐
tion of the Asociación Fiare central 
region has given us the opportunity 
to continue promoting ethical finance 
and granting loans to promote pro‐
jects with a social impact.  

In 2021, the approved repayable grants went to Espacio Geranios, an association and cowor‐
king space in the Ventilla neighbourhood specialising in entrepreneurship and social inno‐
vation; Café Doré, a leading cooperative and space in the Lavapiés neighbourhood with a 
cultural and artistic focus; Supermercado La Osa, a participatory and self‐managed coope‐
rative supermarket in the Tetuán neighbourhood that promotes healthy products with a low 
environmental impact; El Salto Diario, a publishing cooperative that is committed to demo‐
cratic, decentralised and collectively owned journalism; La Corriente, a 100% renewable and 
participatory energy electric cooperative; BeGranel, a shop that sells bulk ecological clea‐
ning and personal hygiene products; Documfy, an audiovisual production company with a 
social focus; and Espacio Agroecológico, which, as its name suggests, produces and distri‐
butes ur‐ban agro‐ecological products. 

Our online store (www.regala.entreculturas.org) is stocked with organic and fair‐trade pro‐
ducts to promote responsible consumption and support sustainable and alternative produc‐
tion projects. Thus, in addition to classic products like Capeltic coffee and organic cotton 
bags, we have added new items including African handicrafts, natural soaps from Xapontic 
and solidarity T‐shirts from the activist brand Maka y Olé.  

Finally, another small milestone in our commitment to the environment was the launch of 
“Recicoles”, a recycling programme for school and office supplies which not only helps ins‐
til sustainable practices in schools and companies but also contributes to protecting the 
Amazon.
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WE WANT THEM SAFE AND SOUND
As the pandemic stretched through 2021, it con‐
tinued to exacerbate the injustice that women 
experience around the world. In 2021 alone, 243 
million women suffered physical or sexual vio‐
lence. The wage gap with men grew to a 16% dif‐
ference for women performing the same (or even 
more difficult) job. Additionally, an estimated 11 

million girls may not return to school, setting back 20 years of educational gains and fur‐
ther exacerbating the education crisis caused by the pandemic. 

At Entreculturas we strive to continue promoting our programmes for the care, empower‐
ment, prevention of violence and defence of the right to education of girls, young women 
and women, particularly in the most vulnerable contexts where the coronavirus crisis has 
had the greatest impact. Through our The LIGHT of the GIRLS programme, in 2021 we sup‐
ported a total of 18,070 girls and young women in 12 countries in Latin America and Africa 
through psychosocial care projects, self‐esteem workshops, training courses on menstrual 
health and hygiene, community awareness‐raising activities and virtual training for teach‐
ers on violence prevention.  

On the International Day of Zero Tolerance for Female Genital Mutilation (6 February), we 
spoke out about how COVID‐19 was blocking progress towards ending this type of harmful 
practice, as well as ending child, early and forced marriage.  

We talked about Chad, one of the countries with the highest rates of female genital mutila‐
tion (90% of women have been victims) and we shared the testimony of Erbye Deepe, com‐
munity monitor of Fe y Alegría Chad, who spoke about how important education is for girls 
so that they can learn about their rights, defend themselves and claim their place in society.   

A message that we also reiterated in the framework of the 65th session of the United Na‐
tions Commission on the Status of Women (CSW65), where we participated for the third 
consecutive year to release a joint statement with the International Federation of Fe y Alegría 
calling for special focus to be placed on the education of girls and young women living in pov‐
erty, living in remote or rural areas, migrant and refugee girls, those who belonging to eth‐
nic minorities and those with disabilities.  

Furthermore, several young women from the Generation 21+ Network had the opportunity 
to participate in various spaces organised by the Office of the United Nations High Commis‐
sioner for Human Rights. 

The global “Safe and Sound” initiative, which we launched 
on the International Day of the Girl Child (11 October), had 
a major impact. The online campaign, based on copying a 
sign advocating and defending the right of girls to live safe 
and free from violence, spread to different countries, trig‐
gering a massive surge of sisterhood.  

Rocío, 11 years old and a learner at Fe y Alegría in Honduras, 
together with Laura Lora, communications manager of the 
The LIGHT of the GIRLS campaign, hosted the webinar 
where we presented the proposal. “Girls all over the world 
are fed up with the violence we face and that is why we are 
raising our voices, to shout that we want to be happy girls 
who can live their lives safe and sound”, said Rocio.  

From Guatemala, Josefina Tíu told us how, despite the fact that her family did not believe 
that women had the right to go to school, she persevered and now, at 17, was on the verge 
of achieving her dreams thanks to the opportunity that The LIGHT of the GIRLS provided. 
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PROMOTING GENDER EQUALITY
We are committed to gender equality as a prerequisite for justice and to the promotion of specific programmes for the empowerment of women and 
girls to compensate for the historical disadvantages they experience. We promote structural changes in culture and the defence of gender equality 
as a fundamental human right and a key strategy for peace and development.
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LIGHTS THAT SPARK OTHER LIGHTS

The gradual return of in‐person and cultural activ‐
ities made it possible for us to display our The 
LIGHT of the GIRLS exhibition in different loca‐
tions across Spain: town halls, civic centres, 
schools, churches, etc. In total, more than 2,000 
people heard the stories of Kim, Mireille, Sima 
and Michel Ange. 

Together with Salma Khalil, a Chadian writer and 
artist, in 2021 we published the children's story 

“Afaf y el huevo dorado (Afaf and the Golden Egg)”, the result of six workshops involving 
some 70 refugee girls the Jesuit Refugee Service works with in the country. Based on the 
experiences shared and the drawings created by the girls during the workshops, Salma wrote 
and illustrated this story of courage and hope, the same values she wanted to pass on to 
the participants to boost their self‐esteem and encourage them to pursue their dreams. 

Through our Online School (www.escuela.entreculturas.org), we offered the public the 
opportunity to deepen their understanding of gender equality through a new course called 
“An Encounter in Equality”, which we launched with the support of the Extremadura Agency 
for International Development Cooperation (AEXCID). This online training session was led 
by an instructor and addressed the connection between gender and other issues such as 
identity, human rights, the ethics of care, ecofeminism and activism. 

One year after the release of “Aves Enjauladas” (Caged Birds), the song that Rozalén com‐
posed during the COVID‐19 lockdown as a hymn to solidarity and hope, the singer‐songwriter 
and Beatriz Romero, her sign language interpreter, travelled to Valencia to personally visit 
and meet the groups of migrant women who are being helped by the Jesuit Migrant Service 
(SJM) Valencia, to whom we donate the funds raised from the song. Most of these women 
have experienced situations of exploitation or abuse, complicated journeys or have been 
forced to flee dangerous situations, but, thanks to the network of flats managed by SJM 
and sponsored by Entreculturas, they have found a group of mutual support in terms of sis‐
terhood, empathy and welcome. One of the most moving moments of the meeting was when 
the women performed a short play based on their own life stories. Written by the group, 
the script reflected the struggle and strength of migrant women. 

We celebrated the 10th anniversary of our Sol‐
idarity Race virtually and in style: 18,000 partici‐
pants, 33 countries, 50 provinces in Spain and 10 
elite ambassadors, including Rozalén and Beatriz 
Romero, Gemma Mengual, Juan Luis Cano, Javier 
Fesser, Perico Delgado and Chano Rodríguez.  

The funds raised from the inscriptions and the donations from the four major sponsors of the 
event (Deloitte, Caixabank, Liferay and Mapfre) were used to tackle the educational emer‐
gency caused by the pandemic, specifically in the refugee camp in Dzaleka (Malawi) and in 
Fe y Alegría Peru, where learners were given tablets so that they could follow classes online
and access a wide range of educational resources. Social media was flooded with support 
with the hashtag #10porlaEducación (#10forEducation).

Our volunteering programme also had its moment in 2021: Experiencia Sur commemorat‐
ed its 15 years as a proposal for comprehensive transformation and a bridge that connects 

STRENGTHENING PARTICIPATION AND GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP
We firmly believe in volunteering as tool for engagement and personal transformation that leads to a critical and committed citizenship. A tool which, together 
with our mobilisation and advocacy programmes and our daily work with the educational community and the institutions we collaborate with, represent the 
cornerstones on which we base our project for social transformation.

2021 FILLED WITH ANNIVERSARIES
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realities, while our long‐term programme, Pedro Arrupe International Volunteering, or 
VOLPA, celebrated its 30 years of history, over the course of which more than 1,000 par‐
ticipants have joined the programme. Furthermore, even though the pandemic continued 
to restrict global mobility, seven VOLPAs were finally able to travel to the field, joining Fer‐
nando (Jesuit Refugee and Migrant Service Brazil) and Sara (Fe y Alegría Honduras), who 
decided to remain in their communities during the pandemic. 

OUR TIME IS STILL NOW

Our Youth Solidarity Network celebrated two 
decades of existence in 2021, a period over 
which some 10,000 young people and 300 
educators have played a major role in bringing 
this programme of education for global citi‐
zenship to life. To mark this milestone, we re‐

vamped the network’s image with a new logo and updated the redec.org educational web‐
site with a new proposal: Redes 4.7 (Networks 4.7). 

We are celebrating this anniversary at a difficult time for adolescents and young people, 
who have been deeply affected by the pandemic. This is why we reinforced teacher train‐
ing on socio‐emotional support and launched the “Our time is still now” initiative to pro‐
vide a space where young people could focus on their dreams again at a time when it was 
more necessary than ever. The Solidarity Network has gradually added new spaces for par‐
ticipation (we became part of the Council for Child and Adolescent Participation) and incor‐
porated new groups and organisations, such as MigraStudium and the Xarxa Solidària de 
Jòves en Catalunya (Solidarity Network of Young People in Catalonia).  

The Generation 21+ Network, the Fe y Alegría youth movement, co‐led by Entreculturas, to 
which the Youth Solidarity Network belongs, also expanded its membership with the incor‐
poration of Chad and the Democratic Republic of Congo. 

We also made steady progress in promoting participation and global citizenship in contexts 
of social exclusion: we systematised our work in this field and collected it in a new issue of 
the “Educate to Change the World” collection, called “Decide to Live Together: Global Citi‐
zenship in Contexts of Social Exclusion”. We joined the Country Alliance for Zero Child Pover‐
ty, which promotes child and adolescent engagement as one of its main lines of action, and, 
finally, in collaboration with Caixa Popular Valencia, we rolled out an innovative project to 

improve the employability of young people in situations of exclusion by training them as 
leisure and free‐time counsellors. 

THE CAUSES THAT UNITE US
At year‐end, the XXI Entreculturas Annual Meet‐
ing virtually brought together more than 200 peo‐
ple from Entreculturas and Alboan. In addition to 
inspiring words from institutional representatives 
from Fe y Alegría, JRS, EDUCSI, UNIJES and the 
Social Sector of the Society of Jesus, there were 
group activities and spaces for interaction where 
we had the opportunity to ground the theory and 

reframe our role around the 5 Just Causes that Entreculturas and Alboan share. Ramón 
Almansa, Executive Director of Entreculturas, reminded us that these causes are “seeds 
that we have to help sprout” and that we have crucial allies to help us along the way, such 
as Fe y Alegría, JRS, the Jesuit Social Centres, the schools, the thousands of young people in 
the Entreculturas Solidarity Network and, of course, the other NGOs and all those members 
of the public who already support our work. 

OUR DELEGATIONS: BACK TO  
IN-PERSON MEETINGS
Despite the constraints that were still in place 
because of COVID‐19, our 27 delegations were 
able to cautiously resume their activities with 
the public and their in‐person meetings, which 
had been sorely missed during the worst months 
of the pandemic. The virtual format, however, was 

nevertheless kept for larger events such as the regional meetings and the 57th Delegation 
Meeting. 

Not only did the delegations that historically organised the Run for a Cause Solidarity Race
in person decide to mobilise their bases for the virtual format, but many others joined in 
to promote the event because of the convenience of the online format. Some schools were 
again encouraged to organise the school version of the event to raise awareness of the dif‐



ficulties other children around the world were having in getting back to school following 
COVID‐19.  

Another major milestone where local support from our delegations is essential is the Global 
Action Week for Education (GAW). In Burgos, five schools, the mayor and two councillors 
participated in the main event held online in May. In Murcia, the delegation organised a vir‐
tual escape room in which more than 1,000 learners from the region participated, and in 
Salamanca, they inaugurated the “Bocas Expresivas” exhibition. 

In the Canary Islands, our delegations in La Palma, 
Tenerife and Gran Canaria were responsible for 
moving The LIGHT of the GIRLS exhibition to more 
than a dozen locations (mainly schools, parishes 
and cultural centres), connecting thousands of cit‐
izens with our work in defence of the rights of girls 
and women.  

They also joined the many other people who 
gathered in different parts of Spain to advocate, 

under the umbrella of the Hospitality campaign, for a culture of welcome for refugees and 
migrants.  

Now that COVID‐19 rates are under control in Spain and health measures have been relaxed, 
we have also started to resume institutional visits to strengthen ties with public bodies 
and political leaders in the fields of cooperation and education. Building on the publication 
of our “Restoring Aid for Education. An Urgent Appeal” report, over the course of the year 
we met with the Directorate‐General for International Affairs of the Government of Galicia, 
with political authorities from the City Council and the Provincial Council of Burgos, with the 
Regional Government of Castile and Leon, with the sub‐delegate of the Government of Sa‐
lamanca, with the Andalusian Agency for International Development Cooperation (AACID) 
and the Secretariat of Education, with the Cooperation Office of the City Council of Zaragoza 
and, finally, with the Director General for Cooperation and Agenda 2030 of the Government 
of La Rioja. In all these discussions we emphasised the urgent need to increase funding for 
education as part of the government's Official Development Assistance (ODA). 

We welcomed Paul‐Fils SJ, Director of Fe y Alegría Haiti, to our headquarters in Madrid, 
and then shared his testimony with the delegations of Vigo, Santiago, Cordoba, Malaga and 
Valencia. Likewise, Alicia Alarcón, teacher at Fe y Alegría Argentina, and Lucila Cerrillo, 
member of the Gender Initiative of the International Federation of Fe y Alegría, travelled 

to Zaragoza, Granada, Badajoz and Santander to present our “We Cannot Turn the Page: 
The Right to Education in times of COVID‐19” report and the “Safe and Sound” initiative, 
respectively. 

It is difficult to single out only a few of the most relevant events of 2021 at the local level, 
but there were some particularly significant ones among the hundred or so initiatives imple‐
mented by our delegations, such as the “A la Fresca” (Outdoor) programme in Valencia, 
the “SGD Film Festival” in Salamanca, the “Regala libros, regala sueños” (Give Books, give 
Dreams) campaign in Barcelona, and the 18th Concierto Solidario (Solidarity Concert) in 
Burgos; and, of course, the enthusiasm with which the members of the Youth Solidarity 
Network resumed their in‐person assemblies to kick off the 2021‐2022 academic year. 
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A Coruña, Alicante, Aragon, Asturias, Barcelona, 
Burgos, Cádiz, Cantabria, Córdoba, Elche, 
Extremadura, Granada, Huelva, La Palma,  
La Rioja, Gran Canaria, León, Madrid, Málaga, 
Murcia, Santiago de Compostela, Salamanca, 
Seville, Tenerife, Valencia, Valladolid and Vigo

27 Delegations 13 Autonomous 
Communities

Asturias, Barcelona, Burgos, Extremadura, 
Madrid, Sevilla, Valladolid and Zaragoza

VOLPA PROGRAMME 

Andalusia, Asturias, Castile and Leon, Valencian 
Community, Extremadura, Galicia, Madrid and 
Murcia

YOUTH SOLIDARITY NETWORK

Andalusia, Castile and Leon, Valencian 
Community and Galicia‐Asturias

REGIONAL 
COORDINATIONS 
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OUR AGREEMENTS, 
PROGRAMMES AND 
PROJECTS
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COVID-19 EDUCATION EMERGENCY
With the participation of 21 countries in Latin America and Africa, this program‐
me, implemented within the framework of the Xavier Network, focused on four 
lines of work: emergency aid to meet families’ urgent needs; prevention and 
community awareness‐raising to limit the spread of the pandemic; emergency 
education to ensure the continuation of teaching during school closures; and 
the implementation of income‐generating initiatives to mitigate the socio‐eco‐
nomic impact of the emergency. A total of 174,972 people participated in this 
programme in 2021. 

TRANSFORMATIVE EDUCATION
The “For a transformative education for global citizenship committed to the fulfilment of the SDGs” agreement between 
Alboan, Intered, Entreculturas and Oxfam Intermón was approved by the Spanish Cooperation Agency (AECID) in 2018 
and will run until the end of 2022. Its objective is to promote transformative education that will create a citizenship com‐
mitted to gender equality, the defence of human rights and the fulfilment of the 2030 Agenda.  

JOB TRAINING
With the support of AECID and hand in hand with Fe y Alegría and IRFA (the Fe y Alegría Radio Institute), in 2021 we worked 
in the Bolivian departments of La Paz, Potosí, Chuquisaca and Santa Cruz de la Sierra, delivering quality technical training 
for 168 teachers with a focus on territoriality, gender, the environment, inclusion and interculturality.  

Likewise, 2,834 learners received vocational training and 200 inter‐institutional agreements were signed to facilitate the 
incorporation of learners into the labour market.  

PROTECTION FOR THE REFUGEE POPULATION IN LEBANON
With this agreement, which is supported by AECID, we seek to guarantee access to a comprehensive protection system 
for the Syrian refugee population in Lebanon’s Bekaa Valley. In the second year of implementation, marked by the COVID‐
19 pandemic, the agreement supported the transition to a remote education model, which enabled 2,306 learners to 

AGREEMENTS AND PROGRAMMES
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continue their training and have access to basic necessities such as food and winter clothing. In addition, 2,657 learners
and 349 vulnerable Syrian refugee women accessed specialised psychosocial support and COVID‐19 prevention services. 

EDUCATION IN EMERGENCIES IN VENEZUELA
Through this agreement, funded by the European Commission’s Humanitarian 
Aid and Civil Protection department (ECHO), in 2021 we served a total of 10,573 
people (9,784 children and 789 teachers and educational staff) from 11 Fe y Ale‐
gría schools in the states of Anzoátegui and Miranda, through monetary trans‐
fers for the purchase of food following school closures due to COVID‐19. We also
refurbished and equipped the kitchens and dining areas of six schools.

INSTITUTIONAL STRENGTHENING OF FE Y ALEGRÍA
We implemented the initiatives planned for the first year of the 2020‐2023 three‐year agreement and, working together 
with Alboan, we supported the Fe y Alegría teams in Latin America and Africa to improve their sustainability, strengthening 
their capacity for innovation and increasing their networking opportunities.  

AID AND PROTECTION FOR MIGRANTS AND REFUGEES IN MOROCCO 
During the first year of this EU‐funded programme, the consortium formed by Entreculturas, the Diocesan Delegation for 
Migration (DDM) and three other local organisations supported, assisted and protected 6,410 migrants and refugees in 
vulnerable situations in Nador, Al Hoceima, Tetouan, Tangier and Rabat, facilitating their access to basic services (hygiene, 
shelter, health care, administrative support and psychosocial rehabilitation). We also contributed to building the capaci‐
ties and skills of the public institutions and local organisations we support.  

In coordination with Handicap International and Médecins du Monde Belgium, we have also developed an app called RefAid
to help migrants locate the nearest relief services. 

TO EDUCATE IS TO INCLUDE
This programme is designed to help children, young people and adults with disabilities and/or learning difficulties from 
low‐income families to increase their level of achievement in life and work skills, contributing to better educational and 
social inclusion. We have been implementing the programme in 26 Fe y Alegría educational centres in Bolivia, Ecuador 
and Peru since April 2021. 
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THE LIGHT OF THE GIRLS
In 2021, we provided support to a total of 18,070 girls in 12 countries in Africa, 
Latin America and the Caribbean, covering access to school as a safe space, pre‐
venting violence and providing care for girls and adolescents who experience dif‐
ferent types of violence (such as female genital mutilation, early marriage, sexual 
abuse and exploitation).  

Other activities include psychosocial support, workshops on sexual and repro‐
ductive health from a human rights and self‐esteem approach, community awareness‐raising activities and teacher training 
aimed at delegitimising, identifying and preventing violence.   

TEACHERS IN AFRICA 
In 2021, beyond continuing and consolidating our line of pre‐school teacher training with Fe y Alegría Chad, we launched 
a new pilot project, this time with the Jesuit Refugee Service (JRS) Chad. The new proposal will facilitate access for five 
young refugee women to an official training programme that will allow them to earn the Diploma of Higher Education in 
Secondary Education and thus become teachers. JRS Uganda has also begun to map out a work proposal with a similar focus 
which will be launched in 2022. 

EDUCATE PEOPLE, GENERATE OPPORTUNITIES
The second year of this Inditex‐supported programme saw the continuation of 
its efforts to help reduce inequalities and empower more than 200,000 people 
living in poverty, exclusion and humanitarian emergencies in 12 countries in 
Latin America, Spain, Africa and Asia. Through 25 projects in the areas of edu‐
cation, employment and humanitarian aid (which had to be adapted to the con‐
text of the pandemic), we managed to mitigate the disparate impact that the 
crisis has had on the vulnerable groups we work with, particularly children, young 
people and women.   

ON THE COLOMBIAN BORDERS 
Over the three years of the programme, we have managed to benefit 35,589 displaced and forced migrants in Colombia, 
Ecuador and Venezuela, who were forced to flee their homes mainly because of armed conflict, violence by criminal gangs 
and drug trafficking. The programme, supported by Inditex and developed in partnership with JRS, has set up comprehen‐
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sive humanitarian care services with an emphasis on legal and psychosocial support, humanitarian aid and help with live‐
lihoods, as well as education for peace and peacebuilding and reconciliation in host communities.  

ON THE BORDERS OF SOUTH AMERICA 
Again with Inditex, we launched this programme in 2021 to focus on addressing the needs of the displaced Venezuelan 
population affected by the country’s socio‐economic crisis, although it also includes working with people from host com‐
munities who are affected by the same problems. Our work facilitates access to basic rights (including legal and psychoso‐
cial support) and offers education with a special focus on reconciliation and the prevention of violence. In total, we expect 
to serve 20,000 people (63% women and 37% men) in Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador and Venezuela.  

JOB SKILLS-DIGITAL INCLUSION
The second Accenture‐backed programme, which focused on helping young people in 15 Latin American countries find 
jobs through the development of skills and competencies, especially digital skills, came to an end in August 2021. Overall, 
we improved the employability of 20,155 young people, with nearly 2,500 of them finding jobs or starting their own 
business.  

DIGITAL EDUCATION PROGRAMME  
In 2021, we continued our comprehensive educational project with refugees in 
Malawi and Profuturo. We improved the educational infrastructures of 2,944 
children and 42 teachers, who had the opportunity to learn how to use new 
technological aids in the classroom.  

Additionally, we provided training for teachers and psychosocial support for lear‐
ners to improve educational quality.  

WORK 4 PROGRESS
In 2021 we launched the second phase of this Social Innovation for Employment Programme that we are implementing 
thanks to the Fundación ”la Caixa” and our local partners in Peru: CCAIJO, SAIPE, Fe y Alegría Peru and Fundación AVSI. This 
year we managed to consolidate two multi‐stakeholder platforms for entrepreneurship in the rural areas of Quispicanchi, 
in the highlands of Cusco, and Condorcanqui, in the Peruvian Amazon. In 2021, a total of 2,107 people participated directly 
in some of the programme's activities and 577 people improved their income or employment.
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Latin America Region                €892,093                  €345,655               €1.669,544 

Argentina                                    €444,022                   €412,016                   €372,748

Bolivia                                          €878,913                   €766,122                   €721,172

Brazil                                            €682,613                   €716,421                   €536,245

Chile                                               €39,856                     €30,951                     €50,428

Colombia                                     €264,408                   €395,837                   €294,668

Cuba                                                            0                   €190,000                                 0

Dominican Republic                    €76,760                   €807,208                     €80,710

Ecuador                                       €512,767                   €202,895                   €254,477

El Salvador                                  €288,319                   €522,468                   €172,490

Guatemala                                  €408,658                   €339,259                   €277,366

Haiti                                             €817,042                   €140,563                   €208,686

Honduras                                    €190,309                   €176,816                   €328,575

Mexico                                         €608,231                   €549,349                   €593,829     

Nicaragua                                    €303,801                   €189,249                                 0

Paraguay                                     €191,550                   €752,367                   €413,323

Peru                                          €1,174,943                €1,024,152               €2,157,365

Uruguay                                       €141,798                   €100,932                   €143,911

Venezuela                                €2,857,744                €1,266,672               €1,977,615     

Total                                        €10,773,827               €8,928,933             €10,253,151

2019 2020 2021

Spain €936,897 €1,302,356 €928,185

Total €936,897 €1,302,356 €928,185

2019 2020 2021
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EVOLUTION OF OUR AID  
IN EUROPE

EVOLUTION OF OUR AID 
IN LATIN AMERICA
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Cambodia €9,319 0 0

India 0 0 €90,196 

Lebanon €1,169,333 €956,778 €1,204,929 

Nepal 0 0 €23,750

Total €1,178,652 €956,778 €1,318,875

2019 2020 2021

Africa Region €264,581 €189,292 €315,729

Burundi €458,802 0 €569,500

Cameroon 0 0 €13,333

Central African  
Republic €44,500 0 0 

Chad €405,143 €452,460 €717,258 

DR Congo €65,000 €88,550 €84,106

Ethiopia €1,055 €43,000 €240,183

Guinea 0 €12,000 0

Kenya €60,000 €20,556 €72,223

Madagascar €38,495 €3,000 0

Malawi €460,873 €166,095 €133,725

Morocco €11,400 €2,165,552 €155,950

Mozambique €189,703 €24,646 €172,347

South Africa €292,574 €283,390 €283,289

South Sudan €127,444 €27,778 €27,778

Uganda €485,539 €80,007 €273,701

Zimbabwe €103,204 0 €96,176

Total €3,008,313 €3,556,326 €3,155,299

2019 2020 2021
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EVOLUTION OF OUR AID 
IN ASIA

EVOLUTION OF OUR AID  
IN AFRICA
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PROJECTS
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LINES OF ACTION

40 Countries
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Nepal

Philippines

Cambodia

Africa Region 

Zimbabwe

Ethiopia

Kenya

Mozambique
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Cameroon

Uganda

Burundi

South Sudan
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Lebanon
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Spain

DR Congo

South Africa
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2 ongoing project1

ongoing project1
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Strengthening
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LIST OF   
COOPERATION  
AND HUMANITARIAN 
ACTI0N PROJECTS 
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Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría’s Central American Office                                                                           €25,000 (**)                         Entreculturas‐Alboan Agreement 

Institutional strengthening of the Fe y Alegría International Federation                                                                      €40,000 (**)                         Entreculturas‐Alboan Agreement 

Support for Fe y Alegría’s work in Latin America (15/AMÉRI/200)                                                                                €151,793                               Entreculturas 

Educational innovation. Inoma Project‐Fe y Alegría (20/AMERI/119)                                                                           €7,000                                    Private Donor 

Fe y Alegría International Federation Humanitarian Response Plan for COVID‐19                                                    €225,650                               Jesuitenmission: €190,500 
(20/AMERI/126)                                                                                                                                                                       €26,889 (*)                           Jesuitenaktion für weltweite Sozialprojekte:           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    €35,150 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Colegio Nuestra Señora del Recuerdo: €15,000 (*) 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Province of Spain Society of Jesus: €11,889 (*) 

The LIGHT of the GIRLS Programme (18/ES/142)                                                                                                              €50,000                                 The LIGHT of the GIRLS Fund 

Promoting citizenship and a culture of peace (19/AMÉRI/213)                                                                                      €6,722                                    INDITEX 

Teaching practices for equity and equality (19/AMÉRI/208)                                                                                           €46,682                                 INDITEX 

General Support for Fe y Alegría (17/AMERI/192)                                                                                                            €443,308 (***)                     Entreculturas 

Regional strengthening of employability, entrepreneurship and job placement proposals‐                                    €93,363                                 INDITEX 
Federative Initiative for Training for Work (19/AMÉRI/204)                                                                                            

To Educate is to Include programme (21/AMERI/012)                                                                                                     €919,000                               Private Donor 

#VoyASer (I’m Going to Be) programme Educational support for girls in vulnerable situations                             €51,724                                 Santillana  
(21/AMERI/101) 

Bilingual Intercultural Awareness and Education (16/AMERI/165)                                                                                €15,000 (***)                       Entreculturas 

V Programme: On the Borders of South America (21/AMERI/120)                                                                               €60,910                                 INDITEX 

Institutional strengthening of the JRS‐LAC (20/AMERI/151)                                                                                           €10,000 (***)                       Entreculturas 

Institutional strengthening of the JMN‐LAC (20/AMERI/152)                                                                                         €10,000 (***)                       Entreculturas 

Observatory of Social Centres Incidence (21/AMERI/152)                                                                                               €15,000 (***)                       Entreculturas 

Weaving Futures (21/AMERI/011)                                                                                                                                        €56,700                                 Sedatex, S.A.

Central American Office 
of Fe y Alegría 

Fe y Alegría International  
Federation 

Fe y Alegría Bolivia/Fe y Alegría  
Peru/Fe y Alegría Ecuador 

Fe y Alegría Guatemala 
Fe y Alegría Peru 

Pan‐Amazonian Jesuit Service 

Jesuit Refugee Service‐
Latin America (JRS‐LAC) 

Jesuit Refugee Service‐  
Latin America (JRS‐LAC) 

Jesuit Migrant Network (JMN‐LAC) 

CPAL 

Fe y Alegría Argentina/Fe y Alegría 
Guatemala/SIET 

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN
LATIN AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN REGION
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ARGENTINA

1 Bilingual Intercultural Education and Awareness (16/AMÉRI/165) 
2 Comprehensive humanitarian aid, protection networks and local integration, based on the effects of the COVID‐19 emergency in Venezuela, Colombia and Brazil (20/AMERI/133) 
3 Prevention and care for people in mobility situations in Central America (17/AMÉRI/144) 
4 IV Programme ‘On the Colombian borders’ (18/AMERI/128) 

Ongoing programmes and projects:

1 Digital Inclusion Programme II (20/AR/078) 
2 Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Argentina (21/AR/018)

Ongoing programmes and projects:

TOTAL APPROVED IN THE LATIN AMERICA AND CARIBBEAN REGION: €1,669,544 

TOTAL APPROVED IN ARGENTINA: €372,748

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country because they are funds that cover contributions previously made by Entreculturas (see reports from previous years). 
(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas because Alboan is responsible for managing these funds. 
(***) These amounts are not included in the total managed because they are funds from legacies and inheritances received in previous years. 

Educating for life and a culture of peace (19/AR/201)                                                                                                     €111,824                               INDITEX 
 
Educating for life and work (19/AR/202)                                                                                                                             €260,924                               INDITEX

Fe y Alegría Argentina

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

BOLIVIA

1 Healthy environment in Potosí neighbourhoods (18/BO/038) 
2 Implementation of gender equity strategies (18/BO/087) 
3 Digital Inclusion Programme II (20/BO/079) 
4 Digital Inclusion Programme II‐SIET (20/BO/086) 
5 Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Bolivia (21/BO/021) 

Ongoing programmes and projects:

TOTAL APPROVED IN BOLIVIA: €721,172

Technical Education Agreement (18/BO/136)                                                                                                                    €533,284                               AECID 
 
 
Technical education for young women (21/BO/028)                                                                                                        €26,947                                 Provincial Council of Granada 
 
Regular early childhood and primary education (21/BO/029)                                                                                        €64,474                                 City Council of Cordoba 
 
Strengthening of institutional management models (19/BO/203)                                                                                 €96,467                                 INDITEX 

Fe y Alegría Bolivia 
IRFA Bolivia 
 
Fe y Alegría Bolivia 

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding
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BRAZIL

1 Venezuela emergency: border response (19/BR/074) 
2 Dom Luciano Shelter Home (19/BR/199) 
3 Assistance to Venezuelan migrants in Boa Vista (20/BR/052) 
4 COVID‐19 Emergency in Boa Vista (20/BR/073) 

Ongoing programmes and projects:

TOTAL APPROVED IN BRAZIL: €536,245

Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Brazil (21/BR/019)                                                                                        €34,000                                 Entreculturas 

Livelihoods (19/BR/205)                                                                                                                                                         €183,837                               INDITEX 

Humanitarian assistance to Venezuelan migrants (19/BR/206)                                                                                      €114,584                               INDITEX 

Children free from violence (19/BR/207)                                                                                                                            €164,827                               INDITEX 

V Programme: On the Borders of South America (21/AMERI/120)                                                                               €38,997                                 INDITEX

Fe y Alegría Brazil 

SJMR Brazil

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

COLOMBIA

Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Colombia                                                                                                        €35,000 (**)                         Entreculturas‐Alboan Agreement 

Education for life, education for peace (21/CO/035)                                                                                                        €185,784                               La Rioja Government

Fe y Alegría Colombia

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

CHILE

1 Digital Inclusion Programme II (20/CL/080) 
2 Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Chile (21/CL/004))

Ongoing programmes and projects:

TOTAL APPROVED IN CHILE: €50,428

We are protagonists of change (19/CL/098)                                                                                                                       €11,500                                 Subterra Ingeniería, S.L. 

Development of job skills for young people (21/CL/032)                                                                                                 €38,928                                 Nabiax: €19,464 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Asterion: €19,464 

Fe y Alegría Chile

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding
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Empowered rural women, initiatives for food and economic autonomy (21/CO/034)                                              €19,541                                 City Council of Gijón: €18,257 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Entreculturas: €1,284 

V Programme: On the Borders of South America (21/AMERI/120)                                                                               €89,343                                 INDITEX 

Centre of Research and Popular 
Education (CINEP) 

JRS Colombia 

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

1 Participation for a culture of peace and non‐violence (18/CO/144) 
2 Organised participation for the defence of human rights and care for the planet in Cartagena de Indias, Colombia (19/CO/064) 
3 Digital Inclusion Programme II (20/CO/081) 
4 Strengthening of initiatives for self‐care and the solidarity economy with an intercultural and gender approach in Cartagena, Colombia (20/CO/145) 

Ongoing programmes and projects:

TOTAL APPROVED IN COLOMBIA: €294,668
(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas because Alboan is responsible for managing these funds.

(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas because Alboan is responsible for managing these funds.

CUBA

1 Building resilience in religious communities in Cuba (20/CU/114)Ongoing programmes and projects:

TOTAL APPROVED IN CUBA: €0

Living together: support for entrepreneurship (21/CU/112)                                                                                           €15,000 (**)                         Entreculturas Society of Jesus Projects Office 
in Cuba

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

COVID‐19 Education Response Plan (20/DO/124)                                                                                                             €15,666                                 San José School (Valladolid): €7,000 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Polytechnic Institute Cristo Rey (Valladolid):           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    €8,666 

Strengthening advocacy capacity (21/DO/002)                                                                                                                  €40,636                                 Entreculturas: €31,545 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    McKinsey and Company, S.L.: €9,091 

Girls and young women free from violence in communities (21/DO/149)                                                                   €24,408                                 The LIGHT of the GIRLS Fund

Fe y Alegría Dominican Republic

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding
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ECUADOR

Sewage treatment in El Porvenir (20/EC/128)                                                                                                                    €25,828                                 La Coruña Provincial Council 

Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Ecuador (21/EC/020)                                                                                   €35,000                                 Entreculturas‐Alboan Agreement 

The LIGHT of the GIRLS scholarships in 4 schools in Esmeraldas (21/EC/134)                                                             €41,112                                 The LIGHT of the GIRLS Fund 

Technical training to improve employability (19/EC/209)                                                                                                €62,287                                 INDITEX 

V Programme: On the Borders of South America (21/AMERI/120)                                                                               €90,250                                 INDITEX

Fe y Alegría Ecuador 

JRS Ecuador

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

1 IV Programme ‘On the Colombian borders’ (18/AMERI/128) 
2 Prevention of teenage pregnancy (19/EC/094) 
3 Access and permanence in school for boys and girls (19/EC/189) 
4 Improvement of the water collection and quality system (20/EC/047) 
5 Digital Inclusion Programme II (20/EC/082)

Ongoing programmes and projects:

TOTAL APPROVED IN ECUADOR: €254,477

TOTAL APPROVED IN EL SALVADOR: €172,490 

EL SALVADOR

Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría El Salvador                                                                                                     €29,683 (**)                         Entreculturas‐Alboan Agreement 

Quality education adapted to COVID‐19 (21/SV/040)                                                                                                      €172,490                               Entreculturas: €10,000 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Regional Government of Galicia: €162,490              

Fe y Alegría El Salvador

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas because Alboan is responsible for managing these funds.

1 Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Dominican Republic ‐ Communication and networking (17/DO/072) 
2 The LIGHT of the Girls programme (19/DO/173) 
3 Construction of sewage facilities (20/DO/036) 
4 Schools of care (20/DO/098) 

Ongoing programmes and projects:

TOTAL APPROVED IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC: €80,710

1 Training for employment in El Salvador (19/SV/034) 
2 Comprehensive care for early childhood (19/SV/135) 
3 Guaranteeing quality education for the adolescent population (20/SV/048) 
4 Digital Inclusion Programme II (20/SV/089) 
5 Fostering educational continuity in the face of new challenges (20/SV/143) 

Ongoing programmes and projects:
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1 Comprehensive protection programme for girls’ development (18/GT/008) 
2 Care for Quiché adolescents and youth in Guatemala (20/GT/030) 
3 Strengthening indigenous women’s organisations (20/GT/034) 
4 Digital Inclusion Programme II (20/GT/090) 
5 Inclusive education for children (20/GT/108)  
6 Hurricane Eta emergency (20/GT/139) 
7 The LIGHT of the GIRLS Guatemala 2020 (20/GT/149) 

Ongoing programmes and projects:

TOTAL APPROVED IN GUATEMALA: €277,366

GUATEMALA

Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Guatemala                                                                                                     €30,000 (**)                         Entreculturas‐Alboan Agreement 

Ensuring the right to inclusive secondary education (21/GT/045)                                                                                 €277,366                               Entreculturas: €10,866 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Junta de Andalucía: €266,500                                     

Fe y Alegría Guatemala

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas because Alboan is responsible for managing these funds.
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TOTAL APPROVED IN HAITI: €208,686

HAITI

Ensuring the right to education in Bedou (20/HT/029)                                                                                                    €27,000                                 Mª Francisca de Roviralta Foundation: €20,000 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Secretariat of Missions, Province of Spain:  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    €7,000                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                     
Prevention and mitigation of the impact of COVID‐19 in Haiti (20/HT/063)                                                                €14,350                                 Accenture Foundation: €2,986 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Delegation Programme: €11,364 

Transition to the new model of Fe y Alegría Haiti (21/HT/003)                                                                                     €56,818                                 McKinsey and Company, S.L. 

Haiti emergency 2021 (21/HT/133)                                                                                                                                      €66,073                                 Adey Foundation: €19,757 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Haiti emergency 2021: €36,316 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Province of Spain Company of Jesus: €10,000 

Support for girls who are victims of sexual violence (21/HT/148)                                                                                 €44,445                                 The LIGHT of the GIRLS Fund 

Fe y Alegría Haiti

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding
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1 Construction of three classrooms at the Centre Educatif Congreganiste du Bas‐Canaan (18/HT/027) 
2 Strengthen the Haitian public education system to guarantee the right to quality education (19/HT/146) 
3 Psychosocial support for children who are victims of violence and family and school neglect in the Bas Canaan, Mère Laura and Saint Marc  

community schools (19/HT/161). 
4 Education for a Dignified Future in the Bédou School (19/HT/162) 
5 Improving the quality of education in Haiti (19/HT/174) 
6 Support for education in Haiti (20/HT/033) 
7 Psychosocial support and prevention of violence against girls, young women and women (20/HT/137) 

Ongoing programmes and projects:
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HONDURAS

Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Honduras                                                                                                       €32,000 (**)                         Entreculturas‐Alboan Agreement 

Technical training for decent work (21/HN/059)                                                                                                               €296,875                               Entreculturas: €7,789 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Regional Government of Andalusia: €243,989 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    The LIGHT of the GIRLS Fund: €45,097 

Sowing citizenship with food sovereignty (20/HN/116)                                                                                                   €1,700                                    Entreculturas 

“Teacher at Home” programme (20/HN/005)                                                                                                                    €30,000                                 Private Donor 

Fe y Alegría Honduras 

Reflection, Research and 
Communication Team (ERIC) 

Santiago de Yoro Church

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

1 Promoting active citizenship (19/HN/128) 
2 Enhancement of technical and professional skills (20/HN/032) 
3 Digital Inclusion Programme II (20/HN/091) 
4 The LIGHT of the Girls programme (20/HN/150) 

Ongoing programmes and projects:
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TOTAL APPROVED IN HONDURAS: €328,575
(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas because Alboan is responsible for managing these funds.

MEXICO

Promoting decent work for indigenous Tseltal women in Chiapas (21/MX/062)                                                        €60,000                                 María Prieto Fund 

Promoting decent work for indigenous Tseltal women in Chiapas (21/MX/121)                                                        €20,000                                 Banco Santander 

San Ignacio de Loyola A.C.  
Foundation

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding
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1 Promoting decent work for women (20/MX/035) 
2 Digital Inclusion Programme II (20/MX/092) 

Ongoing programmes and projects:

TOTAL APPROVED IN MEXICO: €593,829

1 Innovative education for promoting peace (19/NI/076) 
2 Quality education with a human rights approach (20/NI/007) 
3 Digital Inclusion Program II (20/NI/093) 

Ongoing programmes and projects:

TOTAL APPROVED IN NICARAGUA: €0

NICARAGUA

Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Nicaragua                                                                                                       €35,000 (**)                         Entreculturas‐Alboan Agreement Fe y Alegría Nicaragua

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas because Alboan is responsible for managing these funds.

Comprehensive support to the population in Tapachula (19/MX/210)                                                                        €113,068                               INDITEX 

Defence and promotion of migrants’ human rights (19/MX/211)                                                                                 €180,353                               INDITEX 

Development of the Solidarity‐based Economy School (19/MX/212                                                                             €211,000                               INDITEX 

Prevention and support for persons in situations of forced mobility (20/AMERI/142)                                              €9,408                                    Delegation programme

San Ignacio de Loyola A.C.  
Foundation 

Amyrilac Ac‐JRS Mexico

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

 TOTAL APPROVED IN PANAMA: €0

PANAMA

Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Panama                                                                                                          €30,000 (**)                         Entreculturas‐Alboan AgreementFe y Alegría Panama

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas because Alboan is responsible for managing these funds.
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TOTAL APPROVED IN PARAGUAY: €413,323

PARAGUAY

Youth Space. Empowered Youth in Paraguay (20/PY/044)                                                                                              €1,024                                    AECID 

Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Paraguay (21/PY/022)                                                                                 €35,000                                 Entreculturas‐Alboan Agreement 

Improving educational quality in rural schools (21/PY/064)                                                                                           €279,704                               Generalitat Valenciana 

Vocational schools for better employability (19/PY/214)                                                                                                €97,595                                 INDITEX

Fe y Alegría Paraguay

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

PERU

Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Peru                                                                                                                €22,400 (**)                         Entreculturas‐Alboan Agreement 

Support to the Rural Network of Schools in Malingas (20/PE/008)                                                                               €35,600                                 Felipe López Azcúnaga Fund 

Bridges of hope. Venezuela‐Peru. Phase II (20/PE/053)                                                                                                   €150,000                               Diocese of Rottenburg‐Stuttgart 

Connectivity between rural schools in Malingas (21/PE/007)                                                                                         €39,319                                 Solidarity Race 2021 

Special education at the early edication and primary level (21/PE/008)                                                                      €15,000                                 Island Council of Gran Canaria 

Promotion of entrepreneurship among young Awajún Wampis (21/PE/009)                                                             €15,000                                 Mª Francisca de Roviralta Foundation 

Support for rural education (21/PE/070)                                                                                                                            €814,585                               Entreculturas: €40,305 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Generalitat Valenciana: €774,280 

Addressing special education and the digital divide in rural networks (21/PE/143)                                                   €33,400                                 Cobiosa Industrias Asociadas S.L.: €28,400 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Private Donor: €5,000 

Social innovation for employability II (20/PE/111)                                                                                                            €27,603                                 La Caixa Banking Foundation 

Fe y Alegría Peru

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

1 Teko Katu: alternative agroecological marketing system based on a social and solidarity‐based economy in Paraguay (16/PY/155) 
2 Education of young people and adults in the context of confinement (18/PY/058) 
3 Education of young people and adults in the context of confinement (19/PY/062) 
4 Digital Inclusion Programme II (20/PY/083) 

Ongoing programmes and projects:
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“Quiéreme bonito” (Love me pretty) (20/PE/070)                                                                                                            €61,111                                 The LIGHT of the GIRLS Fund 

Improving employability of young people and adults (19/PE/215)                                                                                €119,280                               INDITEX 

Income generation and social innovation (21/PE/073)                                                                                                    €363,438                               AECID: €329,423 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Entreculturas: €34,015 

Community tourism Ausangate route (21/PE/076)                                                                                                           €113,210                               Entreculturas: €7,500 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Regional Government of Galicia: €105,710 

Social innovation for employability II (20/PE/110)                                                                                                            €105,721                               La Caixa Banking Foundation 

Promotion of organic beekeeping (19/PE/058)                                                                                                                  €9,500 (*)                              Subterra Ingeniería, S.L. 

Prevention of violence and improvement of coexistence (19/PE/216)                                                                         €104,370                               INDITEX 

Social innovation for employability‐II (20/PE/109)                                                                                                            €83,283                                 La Caixa Banking Foundation 

Transformation of banana farming in Condorcanqui (21/PE/066)                                                                                 €40,000                                 Provincial Council of Cordoba 

Social innovation for employability II (20/PE/112)                                                                                                            €36,445                                 La Caixa Banking Foundation 

Fe y Alegría Peru 

CCAIJO Jesus the Worker  
Association 

SJ Peru Development Office (ODP) 

AVSI Foundation 

SAIPE 

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

TOTAL APPROVED IN PERU: €2,157,365
(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country because they are funds that cover contributions previously made by Entreculturas (see reports from previous years). 
(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas because Alboan is responsible for managing these funds. 

1 Technological challenge to improve the irrigation system for family farming (18/PE/163) 
2 Improvement of the exercise of the right to work of rights holders from rural communities in the districts of Ccatcca, Ocongate and Marcapata (in Cuzco, Peru) through the  

development of a tourist route (19/PE/049) 
3 “Nuevas miradas, mejores lectores” (New perspectives, better readers) (20/PE/004) 
4 Sustainable beekeeping with Awajún producers (20/PE/054) 
5 Digital Inclusion Programme II (20/PE/084) 
6 Strengthening women’s entrepreneurship capacity (20/PE/129) 

Ongoing programmes and projects:

URUGUAY

Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Uruguay (21/UY/023)                                                                                  €40,000                                 Entreculturas‐Alboan Agreement 

Job placement of young people in vulnerable situations (21/UY/033)                                                                         €47,999                                 Autonomous Community of the Canary Islands 

Teachings that contribute to the prevention of violence (19/UY/217)                                                                         €55,912                                 INDITEX

Fe y Alegría Uruguay

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

TOTAL APPROVED IN URUGUAY: €143,911
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VENEZUELA

Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Venezuela                                                                                                      €20,000 (**)                         Entreculturas‐Alboan Agreement 

Education in emergencies in Venezuela. Phase 2 (21/VE/136)                                                                                       €1,767,416                            ECHO 

Job training programme (19/VE/219)                                                                                                                                  €100,642                               INDITEX 

Renewable energy at a technical training school (21/VE/108)                                                                                       €13,000 (***)                       Entreculturas 

Promotion of coexistence and peace (19/VE/220)                                                                                                            €67,095                                 INDITEX 

V Programme: On the Borders of South America (21/AMERI/120)                                                                               €42,462                                 INDITEX 

Fe y Alegría Venezuela 

Centro Gumilla Foundation 

JRS Venezuela

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas because Alboan is responsible for managing these funds. 
(***) These amounts are not included in the total managed because they are funds from legacies and inheritances received in previous years. 

 TOTAL APPROVED IN VENEZUELA: €1,977,615

1 Support for school canteens (19/VE/06) 
2 Digital Inclusion Programme II (20/VE/085) 
3 School in times of crisis: creating safe spaces (20/VE/122) 
4 Training for employment in Venezuela (19/VE/012) 

Ongoing programmes and projects:
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Care for refugees and displaced people (15/ÁFRIC/199)                                                                                                 €151,793                               Entreculturas 

Institutional strengthening of JRS offices (20/AFRIC/071)                                                                                               €28,365                                 Jesuit Missions: €6,872 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    €15,000 (***)                       Jesuit Mission Australia: €16,493                                
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Alboan: €5,000 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Entreculturas: €15,000 

COVID‐19 emergency response (20/ÁFRIC/144)                                                                                                                €97,413                                 Entreculturas: €4,094 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Jesuitenaktion für weltweite Sozialprojekte:           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    €38,000 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Jesuitenmission: €38,000 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Stiftung Jesuiten weltweit: €17,319 

Institutional strengthening of JRS International (20/AFRIC/153)                                                                                    €45,000 (***)                       Entreculturas 

Support for the African Social Centres Network (15/ÁFRIC/069)                                                                                   €20,000                                 Secretariat of Missions, Province of Spain 

Institutional strengthening Fe y Alegría in Africa (22/AFRIC/026)                                                                                  €18,158                                 Entreculturas‐Alboan Agreement 

Jesuit Refugee Service  
International Office 

JESAM‐Secretariat of Social Justice 

Fe y Alegría Africa

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

AFRICA REGION
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(***) These amounts are not included in the total managed because they are funds from legacies and inheritances received in previous years.

TOTAL APPROVED IN AFRICA REGION: €315,729

1 2016‐2019 Institutional strengthening (16/ÁFRIC/186)

Ongoing programmes and projects:

BURUNDI

Strengthening the resilience capacity of children and adolescents in Congolese refugee                                        €569,500                               AECID: €549,500 
camps in Burundi through education (19/BI/129)                                                                                                                                                             Entreculturas: €20,000 

JRS Great Lakes Region

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

TOTAL APPROVED IN BURUNDI: €569,500

CAMEROON

The LIGHT of the GIRLS Programme (18/ES/142)                                                                                                              €13,333                                 The LIGHT of the GIRLS FundJRS Southern Africa

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding
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CHAD

Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Chad (21/TD/013)                                                                                        €34,960                                 Entreculturas: €869 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    McKinsey and Company, S.L.: €34,091 

Promoting the right to quality and inclusive education in rural community schools in the                                     370,074                                 Water for All: €22,400 
Guéra region (21/TD/046)                                                                                                                                                                                                      Ineco, S.A.: €33,000                                                       
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Autonomous Community of Asturias: €101,554 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    OMCFAA Foundation: €20,000 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Government of Aragon: €131,938 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Island Council of Tenerife : €56,833 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Entreculturas: €4,349 

Fe y Alegría Chad 

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding
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Job training and job placement for vulnerable young people in Ndjamena (21/TD/051)                                         €190,000                               Jorge Santafé Maibach Foundation: €90,000 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Jesuitenaktion für weltweite Sozialprojekte:           
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    €60,000 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Merlin Properties: €40,000 

Improving access to and retention of girls in education in the Guéra region (21/TD/126)                                       €33,334                                 The LIGHT of the GIRLS Fund 

Strengthening preschool education in rural schools (20/TD/130)                                                                                  €33,333                                 The LIGHT of the GIRLS Fund 

Deploying Fe y Alegría in Cameroon‐Needs assessment in Northern Cameroon (21/TD/150)                                 €5,000 (***)                         Entreculturas 

Promoting the protection of girls and young women (21/TD/131)                                                                               €33,334                                 The LIGHT of the GIRLS Fund 

Training of refugee women teachers in Chad (21/TD/049)                                                                                             €22,223                                 The LIGHT of the GIRLS Fund

Fe y Alegría Chad 

JRS Chad 

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

TOTAL APPROVED IN CHAD: €717,258

1 Technical training in N'Djamena (18/TD/104) 
2 Xavier Network support to Fe y Alegría Africa (19/ÁFRIC/244) 
3 Improving access to and retention of girls in education in the Guéra region (20/TD/003) 
4 Quality education in the Guéra region (20/TD/031) 
5 Protection and education for girls in the Guéra region (20/TD/039) 
6 Response to the COVID‐19 crisis (20/TD/077) 

Ongoing programmes and projects:
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(***) These amounts are not included in the total managed because they are funds from legacies and inheritances received in previous years.

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO

Institutional strengthening of Fe y Alegría Democratic Republic of the Congo                                                           €32,123 (**)                         Entreculturas‐Alboan Agreement 

Educational support in Kikwit and Kimwenza (20/CD/041)                                                                                             €10,000 (***)                       Entreculturas 

Literacy by radio (20/CD/040)                                                                                                                                               €40,772                                 Mª Francisca de Roviralta Foundation: €20,000 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Delegation Programme: €20,772 

Support for the JRS education response in Masisi (21/CD/026)                                                                                     €33,334                                 The LIGHT of the GIRLS Fund 

Multisectoral emergency intervention (21/CD/125)                                                                                                         €15,000 (***)                       Entreculturas 

Infrastructure reconstruction: Save Kimwenza (21/CD/119)                                                                                           €10,000                                 Province of Spain Society of Jesus

Fe y Alegría D. R. Congo 

JRS D. R. Congo 
Central Africa Province.  
Society of Jesus

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding
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TOTAL APPROVED IN ETHIOPIA: €240,183
1 Psychosocial care and livelihood development in refugee camps in Shire (20/ET/131)Ongoing programmes and projects:

ETHIOPIA

Psychosocial support and promotion of education in refugee camps in Dollo Ado (17/ET/014)                             €17,527                                 The Allen & Overy Foundation 

Education and psychosocial support in the refugee camps in Dollo Ado (20/ET/107)                                               €117,963                               Autonomous Community of Cantabria: €110,463 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Clifford Chance: €2,500 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Entreculturas: €5,000 

Emergency Response‐Conflict in the Tigray region (21/ET/057)                                                                                    €104,693                               Irish Jesuit International: €33,443 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Jesuitenmission: €71,250 

JRS Eastern Africa 

JRS Ethiopia

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

1 Training and job placement with a gender‐based approach for the displaced population, with special care for young people and women at risk, in Goma, North Kivu province                
(17/CD/099) 
2 Strengthen resilience and alleviate the suffering of the most vulnerable displaced population, particularly young people and women at risk, in Masisi, North Kivu province, eastern  

D. R. Congo (17/CD/100) 
3 Sexual health awareness and prevention education (18/CD/124) 

Ongoing programmes and projects:

(**) This amount is not included in the total managed by Entreculturas because Alboan is responsible for managing these funds. 
(***) These amounts are not included in the total managed because they are funds from legacies and inheritances received in previous years. 
   

TOTAL APPROVED IN THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF THE CONGO: €84,106

1 Improving the quality of education (20/GN/043)Ongoing programmes and projects:

GUINEA

TOTAL APPROVED IN KENYA: €72,223

KENYA

Access to education in Upendo in Nairobi (17/KE/020)                                                                                                   €50,000                                 Private Donor 

Support for girls’ school enrolment (20/KE/042)                                                                                                               €22,223                                 The LIGHT of the GIRLS Fund

St. Joseph the Worker 
Parish of Nairobi

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding
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MADAGASCAR
1 Educational support among vulnerable populations in Madagascar (19/MG/171)Ongoing programmes and projects:

1 Educational support for children and adolescents in the Dzlaleka refugee camp (19/MW/130) 
2 Improvement of infrastructure in the Dzaleka refugee camp (20/MW/051)  

Ongoing programmes and projects:

MALAWI

Improving the well‐being of refugee children (19/MW/176)                                                                                          €70,756                                 ProFuturo Foundation: €35,757 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Solidarity Race 2021: €62,969 

Cyclone Idai emergency 2019 (19/ÁFRIC/138)                                                                                                                   €62,969                                 Xavier Network

JRS Malawi 

Zimbabwe Province. 
Society of Jesus

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

TOTAL APPROVED IN MALAWI: €133,725
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MOROCCO

Vocational training to promote employability (20/MA/105)                                                                                           €6,667 (*)                              Santander Asset Management S.A. 

Assistance to migrants in vulnerable situations (19/MA/247)                                                                                        €40,484 (*)                           Caixabank Asset Management 

Guaranteeing the right to comprehensive health care for migrants (21/MA/017)                                                     €155,950                               Regional Government of Extremadura

Baraka School 

Migration Delegation

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

1 Socio‐health care on the Southern Border (18/MA/110)Ongoing programmes and projects:

TOTAL APPROVED IN MOROCCO: €155,950
(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country because they are funds that cover contributions previously made by Entreculturas (see reports from previous years).
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TOTAL APPROVED IN MOZAMBIQUE: €172,347

MOZAMBIQUE

Cyclone Idai emergency 2019 (19/ÁFRIC/138)                                                                                                                   €172,347                               Xavier NetworkZimbabwe Province. 
Society of Jesus

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

TOTAL APPROVED IN SOUTH AFRICA: €283,289

SOUTH AFRICA

Socio‐labour integration of urban refugees and asylum seekers (19/SU/222)                                                            €283,289                               INDITEXJRS South Africa

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

1 Promotion of formal and non‐formal education for children and young people (18/SD/091) 
2 Psychosocial support in Mabán (19/SD/141) 

TOTAL APPROVED IN SOUTH SUDAN: €27,778

SOUTH SUDAN

Defence and promotion of the rights of the girl child (21/SD/145)                                                                               €27,778                                 The LIGHT of the GIRLS FundJRS South Sudan 

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding
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Ongoing programmes and projects:
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UGANDA

Secondary education in Adjumani (18/UG/093)                                                                                                                €6,000 (*)                              Renta 4 Foundation 

Humanitarian aid and psychosocial support to the refugee population (20/UG/121)                                               €5,000                                    Agrupación Mutual Aseguradora (A.M.A.) 

Care and support for refugees in Kampala (21/UG/079)                                                                                                 €120,002                               Burgos City Council: €71,838 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Murcia City Council: €43,315 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Entreculturas: €4,849 

Response to COVID‐19 in Adjumani (21/UG/127)                                                                                                             €70,920                                 Regional Government of Galicia: €65,482 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Entreculturas: €5,438 

Psychosocial and educational support to refugee girls (21/UG/128)                                                                            €44,445                                 The LIGHT of the GIRLS Fund 

Empowerment of teachers in Kampala (21/UG/129)                                                                                                        €33,334                                 The LIGHT of the GIRLS Fund 

JRS Uganda

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

TOTAL APPROVED IN UGANDA: €273,701
(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country because they are funds that cover contributions previously made by Entreculturas (see reports from previous years).

TOTAL APPROVED IN ZIMBABWE: €96,176

ZIMBABWE

Cyclone Idai emergency 2019 (19/ÁFRIC/138)                                                                                                                   €96,176                                 Xavier Network Zimbabwe Province.  
Society of Jesus

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

ASIA
1 Support and development of a proposal for quality education (18/KH/158)Ongoing programmes and projects:

CAMBODIA
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1 Follow‐up of the implementation of funds for reconstruction after Typhoon HaiyanOngoing programmes and projects:

PHILIPPINES
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 TOTAL APPROVED IN INDIA: €90,196

INDIA

India COVID‐19 emergency (21/IN/102)                                                                                                                              €90,196                                 India emergency 2021: €90,196 
                                                                                                                                                                                                    €11,111 (*)                           Province of Spain. Company of Jesus:  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    €11,111 

Indian Social Institute (ISI) and JRS

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

(*) These amounts are not included in the total managed in the country because they are funds that cover contributions previously made by Entreculturas (see reports from previous years).

LEBANON

Quality education and humanitarian assistance (21/LB/132)                                                                                         €82,000                                 Autonomous Community of Madrid: €76,000 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Entreculturas: €6,000 

Improved access to safe and quality education for Syrian refugee children in Bourj                                                €129,800                               Bancaja Foundation: €15,000 
Hammoud, Lebanon (20/LB/135)                                                                                                                                                                                         Extremadura Regional Government: €97,400          
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Banco Santander: €17,400 

Protection for the refugee population in Lebanon (18/LB/102)                                                                                     €552,850                               AECID 

Quality education and psychosocial support (21/LB/122)                                                                                               €150,000                               Private Donor 

Quality education and psychosocial care for Syrian refugee children (19/LB/221)                                                    €290,279                               INDITEX

JRS Middle East

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

TOTAL APPROVED IN LEBANON: €1,204,929
1 Digital education to improve the well‐being of Syrian refugee children in Lebanon (19/LB/175) 
2 Beirut port explosion Emergency 2020 (20‐LB‐120) 

Ongoing programmes and projects:

NEPAL

Support for the transition process to Fe y Alegría Nepal (21/NP/069)                                                                          €23,750                                 JesuitenmissionNJSI‐Nepal Jesuit Social 
Institute

Local partner Programmes and projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

TOTAL APPROVED IN NEPAL: €23,750
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DISTRIBUTION 
BY CONTINENT

AMERICA

AFRICA
ASIA

69.62% 

21.42% 8.96%

TOTAL APPROVED FOR  
COOPERATION PROJECTS

€1,311,534 Indirect costs

€10,253,151 America

€13,415,790 Sent to countries

€3,155,299 Africa

€1,318,875 Asia

€14,727,324
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LIST OF   
CITIZENSHIP AND   
SOCIAL ACTION  
PROJECTS
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For a transformative education and for global citizenship committed to the fulfilment of the SDGs (18/CIUD/063)                                                                                        €76,398                                     AECID: €73,585 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Entreculturas: €2,813 

Networks 4.7: Global empathy in times of COVID‐19 (20/CIUD/014)                                                                                                                                                                           €81,072                                     AECID: €68,712 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Entreculturas: €12,360 

Times of inclusive youth: building intercultural coexistence and social inclusion in response to the gaps widened by COVID‐19 (20/CIUD/017)                                       €21,314                                     Ministry of Social Rights and 2030 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Agenda: €21,314 

Cuatro Vientos, la escuela elige el rumbo (Four Winds, the school selects the path): Education‐action for peace, environmental sustainability,                                     €75,556                                     Generalitat Valenciana: €57,601 
equality and human rights (19/REDVA/113)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          Entreculturas: €17,955 

“A la Fresca”: non‐formal education project to improve intercultural coexistence with a global citizenship perspective (19/CIUVA/114)                                                   €55,400                                     Generalitat Valenciana: €41,643 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Entreculturas: €13,758 

Towards a caring society through the SDGs: super agents of change 4.7 (20/UNDC/010)                                                                                                                                       €30,803                                     Regional Government of Andalusia: 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       €29,561 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Entreculturas: €1,242 

Local connection‐global transformation: how to apply new technologies in the time of COVID‐19 (20/CIUD/016)                                                                                           €15,000                                     Autonomous Community of Asturias:
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       €12,000 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Entreculturas: €3,000 

Our time is now: Madrid's youth pushes for SDGs to build a sustainable and resilient city (21/CIUD/050)                                                                                                         €13,443                                     Madrid City Council 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
‘Agenda 2030 ¡SIN EXCUSAS!’ (NO EXCUSES!): the path towards the construction of global citizenship from Extremadura’ (18/REDEX/068)                                            €2,432                                       Extremadura Regional Government 

2030 Agenda: Now, more than ever, it is imperative that we leave no one behind (21/CIUD/015)                                                                                                                      €9,780                                       Extremadura Regional Government 

SGD Film Festival (20/CIUD/022)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          €2,220                                       European Commission 

Understanding CHANGE (20/CIUD/023)                                                                                                                                                                                                                              €4,370                                       European Commission 

Transformative youth: promoting inclusion (19/CIUD/223)                                                                                                                                                                                           €86,436                                     INDITEX: €69,769 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Entreculturas: €16,667 

Fe y Alegría shared work network (20/CIUD/106)                                                                                                                                                                                                            €7,000                                       Pastrana Foundation 

Global citizenship as a response to the world’s challenges (21/CIUD/092)                                                                                                                                                                 €10,000                                     Pastrana Foundation 

Youth Solidarity Network for inclusion and social change (19/CIUD/196)                                                                                                                                                                   €18,000                                     Towerbrook 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
Improving educational inclusion in spanish vulnerable communities (18/CIUD/151)                                                                                                                                               €10,313                                     Porticus 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
Childcare network: improving approaches to safeguarding children in Non‐Formal Education (20/CIUD/019)                                                                                                   €23,373                                     Porticus 

BBVA Citizenship Project 20‐21 (20/CIUD/011)                                                                                                                                                                                                                 €51,000                                     BBVA: €33,197 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Private donors: €17,803 

Projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

CITIZENSHIP
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TOTAL MANAGED BY ENTRECULTURAS IN PROJECTS IN SPAIN: €606,910

BBVA Eurosolidario (21/CIUD/094)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      €10,000                                     BBVA 

Valencian youth takes action: global citizenship to leave no one behind (20/CIUD/018)                                                                                                                                         €3,000                                       Caixa Popular

Proyectos Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

TOTAL APPROVED IN SOCIAL ACTION PROJECTS IN SPAIN: €321,275
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First reception of migrants and refugees (19/ES/224)                                                                                                               €130,000                              INDITEX                                                                     

Support for minors and families affected by COVID‐19 (20/ES/065)                                                                                      €11,475                                Deloitte                                                                    

Care and support for people in vulnerable situations (20/ES/146)                                                                                         €31,600                                Almenara Foundation: €18,400 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Deloitte Foundation: €13,200 
                                          
Boosting the social economy (19/ES/225)                                                                                                                                    €20,000                                INDITEX 

Comprehensive socio‐educational intervention with children (19/ES/226)                                                                          €100,000                              INDITEX 
                                          
“Soy Cometa (I’m a Kite)” (21/ES/146)                                                                                                                                         €28,200                                Banco Santander: €15,000 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Subterra Ingeniería, S.L.: €13,200                       

JMS Spain 

Mimbre Network 

Manresa Foundation 

Amoverse Foundation 

Partner Projects Amount managed  
by Entreculturas

Funding

SOCIAL ACTION 
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To all our volunteers, members and donors whose help and support make it possible 
for us to continue taking concrete steps towards social change. 

To all the people who have made a legacy in favor of Entreculturas, for their trust in our 
work and for wanting to extend their solidarity commitment to future generations. To 
the memory of Doña Elena Ribalaygua, whose legacy has allowed us to reach the most 
excluded and vulnerable places in the world, giving future opportunities to thousands 
of people through education. 

To the nursery schools, colleges, education centres, scout groups, children’s and youth 
groups, adult education centres, parent associations, teacher training centres, insti‐
tutes and universities that help raise awareness among young people and to distribute 
our educational materials.  

To the institutions connected to the Society of Jesus: Fe y Cultura centres; colleges, 
schools and universities; parents of learners; Ignatian parishes, residences, pastoral cen‐
tres and groups; alumni. Their trust and commitment provide a sense of unity to pro‐
mote justice, solidarity and hope. 

To the churches and religious congregations who work with our institution. 

To the NGOs and local organisations with whom we work and conduct joint campaigns, 
strengthening the network of those who work for justice. 

To the media, creative agencies and freelance professionals who help us spread the 
word about the importance of a quality education for everybody in the world. A purpose 
that was also joined in 2021 by personalities such as María Rozalén and Beatriz Romero, 
Ara Malikian, Julia Navarro, Gemma Mengual, Juan Luis Cano, Javier Fesser, Perico 
Delgado or Chano Rodríguez.

To the public institutions and official bodies that have endorsed our work this year, 
trusting our experience and our best intentions: European Commission and European 
Community Humanitarian Aid Department (ECHO); Spanish Agency for International De‐
velopment Cooperation (AECID); Ministry of Social Rights and Agenda 2030; Autonomous 
Community of Asturias, Autonomous Community of the Canary Islands, Autonomous 

Community of Cantabria, Autonomous Community of Madrid and Generalitat Valen‐
ciana; Government of Aragón, Government of La Rioja, Regional Government of Anda‐
lusia, Regional Government of Castile and Leon, Regional Government of Extremadura 
and Xunta de Galicia; Provincial Council of A Coruña, Provincial Council of Córdoba, and 
Provincial Council of Granada; City Council of Burgos, City Council of Córdoba, City Council 
of Gijón, City Council of Madrid, City Council of Murcia, Island Council of Gran Canaria 
and Island Council of Tenerife. 

And to the professional associations, companies and foundations, in 2021 especially 
ABC Serrano, Accenture, Allen & Overy, Asterion, Banco Santander, BBVA, Caixabank, 
Caixabank Asset Management, Caixa Popular, Clifford Chance, Colegio de Notarios de 
Madrid, Colegio de Registradores de España, Consejo General del Notariado, Deloitte, 
Endesa, Fondo Felipe López Azcúnaga, Fondo Luz de las Niñas, Fondo María Prieto, Fun‐
dación ”la Caixa”, Fundación Adey, Fundación Alimerka, Fundación Almenara, Fundación 
AMA, Fundación Bancaja‐Caixabank, Fundación Javier Oriol Miranda, Fundación Jorge 
Santafé Maibach, Fundación Mahou, Fundación María Francisca de Roviralta, Fundación 
Renta 4, Grupo LAR, Inditex, Ineco, Liferay, Mapfre, Merlín Properties, Nabiax, Naturgy, 
Openbank, Porticus, Profuturo, RLM, Santander Asset Management, Santander Corpo‐
rate&Investment Banking, Santillana, Sedatex, Sony Music, Subterra Ingeniería, Tower‐
brook, Water for All. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

THANK 
YOU



A Coruña: Fonseca, 8 (Fonseca Centre). 15004 A Coruña. Tel. 981 216 858 

Alicante: Av. de Denia, 98 (Colegio La Inmaculada). 03016 Alicante. Tel. 965 268 144 

Aragon: Pº de la Constitución, 6. 50008 Zaragoza. Tel. 976 21 72 17 

Asturias: Doctor Casal 9‐3º. 33001 Oviedo. Tel. 984 24 66 54 

Barcelona: Roger de Llúria, 13. 08010 Barcelona. Tel. 93 318 37 36 

Burgos: Molinillo, 3 (Centro Pastoral de la Merced). 09002 Burgos. Tel. 947 251 883 

Cádiz: Racimo, 3. 11407 Jerez de la Frontera. Tel. 657 64 03 49 

Cantabria: San José, 15 bajo. 39003 Santander. Tel. 942 213 450 

Córdoba: Av. Gran Capitán, 5 accessory (Centro Cultural San Hipólito). 14008 Córdoba. Tel. 957 479 723 

Elche: Capitán Gaspar Ortiz, 40 entresuelo. 03201 Elche. Tel. 966 093 203 

Extremadura: Ramón Albarrán, 4 bajo. 06002 Badajoz. Tel. 924 26 29 59 

Granada: Elvira, 65 (Suárez Centre). 18010 Granada. Tel. 958 275 034 

Gran Canaria: Dr. Chil, 15. 35001 Las Palmas de Gran Canaria. Tel. 928 334 154 

Huelva: Fernando El Católico, 2 (Javier Centre). 21003 Huelva. Tel. 959 240 120 

La Palma: Lomo Oscuro, 23‐A. 38730 Villa de Mazo. Santa Cruz de Tenerife. Tel. 639 844 562 

La Rioja: Duques de Nájera, 19 (Colegio Sagrado Corazón). 26002 Logroño. Tel. 696 580 771 

León: Gran Vía de San Marcos, 10 bis. 24001 León. Tel. 987 220 823 

Madrid: Geranios, 30. 28080 Madrid. Tel. 91 577 18 17 

Malaga: Plaza de San Ignacio, 2. 29008 Malaga. Tel. 952 210 500 

Murcia: Plaza Sto. Domingo, 2, 2 (next to the Arch). 30008 Murcia. Tel. 968 223 122 

Salamanca: Pº San Antonio, 14, 40. 37003 Salamanca. Tel. 923 125 000 

Santiago de Compostela: Santo Agostiño, 2. 15704 A Coruña. Tel. 981 581 409 

Seville: Av. Eduardo Dato 20 B, Portal A. 41018 Seville. Tel. 954 635 170 

Tenerife: Nava y Grimón, 10. 38201 La Laguna, Tenerife. Tel. 922 25 26 78 

Valencia: Av. Gran Vía Fernando el Católico 78. 46008 Valencia. Tel. 963 153 744 

Valladolid: Ruíz Hernández 10. 47002 Valladolid. Tel. 983 393 907 

Vigo: Velázquez Moreno 9, 2º. 36201 Vigo. Tel. 986 224 990 

Headquarters: Maldonado, 1. 28006 Madrid. Tel. 91 590 26 72

CLOSE
TO YOU





FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL NETWORKS

JOIN US www.colabora.entreculturas.org/es/hazte-socio

MAKE A DONATI0N www.colabora.entreculturas.org/es/dona

BECOME A VOLUNTEER www.entreculturas.org/es/que-puedes-hacer-tu/voluntariado

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR PUBLICATIONS www.entreculturas.org/es/informate

JOIN OUR CAMPAIGNS www.entreculturas.org/es/informate/campañas

CONTRIBUTE AS A COMPANY www.entreculturas.org/es/que-puedes-hacer-tu/empresas

LEAVE A SOLIDARITY LEGACY testamentosolidario.entreculturas.org

HOW TO HELP 
ENTRECULTURAS

Maldonado, 1. 28006 Madrid
Tel. 91 590 26 72. www.entreculturas.org




